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We construct noncommutative multidimensional versions of overconvergent
power series rings and Robba rings. We show that the category of étale .'; �/-
modules over certain completions of these rings is equivalent to the category of
étale .'; �/-modules over classical overconvergent or Robba rings as the case
may be (hence also to the category of p-adic Galois representations of Qp). In the
case of Robba rings, the assumption of étaleness is not necessary, so there exists
a notion of trianguline objects in this sense.

1. Introduction

In recent years it has become increasingly clear that some kind of p-adic version of
the local Langlands correspondence should exist. In fact, Colmez [2010c; 2010b]
constructed such a correspondence for GL2.Qp/. His construction is done in several
steps using .'; �/-modules (the category of which is well known [Fontaine 1990]
to be equivalent to the category of p-adic Galois representations of Qp). We briefly
recall Colmez’s correspondence here. Let K be a finite extension of Qp with ring
of integers oK and uniformizer pK .

The “Montreal functor” associates to a smooth oK-torsion representation of the
standard Borel subgroup B2.Qp/ of GL2.Qp/ an oK-torsion .'; �/-module over
Fontaine’s ring OE. If we are given a unitary Banach space representation… over the
field K of the group GL2.Qp/, then it admits an oK-lattice L.…/ that is invariant
under GL2.Qp/. Hence L.…/=prK is a smooth oK-torsion representation that we
restrict now to B2.Qp/. The .'; �/-module associated to … is the projective limit
(as r!1) of the .'; �/-modules associated to L.…/=prK via the Montreal functor.
This is generalized in [Schneider and Vignéras 2011] to general reductive groups
over Qp.

The reverse direction, how one adjoins a unitary continuous p-adic representation
to a 2-dimensional .'; �/-module D over Fontaine’s ring, is even more subtle.
One first constructs a unitary p-adic Banach space representation ….D/ to each
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2-dimensional trianguline .'; �/-module D over E D OEŒp
�1� using a kind of

parabolic induction. This Banach space is well described as a quotient of the space
of p-adic functions satisfying certain properties by a certain GL2.Qp/-invariant
subspace (see [Colmez 2010a; Breuil 2004] for details); however, a priori it is
not clear whether or not it is nontrivial. On the other hand, there is a general
construction of a (somewhat bigger) GL2.Qp/-representation D�ı P1 that is in
fact the space of global sections of a GL2.Qp/-equivariant sheaf U 7! D�ı U
(U � P1 open) on the projective space P1.Qp/Š GL2.Qp/=B2.Qp/ for any (not
necessarily 2-dimensional) .'; �/-moduleD and any unitary character ıWQ�p ! o�K .
This sheaf has the following properties: (i) the center of GL2.Qp/ acts via ı on
D�ı P1; (ii) we have D�ı Zp ŠD as a module over the monoid�

Zpnf0g Zp

0 1

�
(where we regard Zp as an open subspace in P1 D Qp [ f1g). (See [Schneider
et al. 2012] for a generalization of this construction to general reductive groups.)
Then Colmez shows that in case D is 2-dimensional and trianguline, there exists
a unitary character ı (namely ı D ��1 detD, where � is the cyclotomic character
and detD is the character associated to the 1-dimensional .'; �/-module

V2
D

via Fontaine’s equivalence composed with class field theory) such that a certain
subspaceD\�ıP1 (for the definition see [Colmez 2010b]) ofD�ıP1 is isomorphic
to the dual of the Banach space representation …. LD/ associated earlier to the dual
.'; �/-module LD— therefore showing in particular that the previous construction
is nonzero. This subspace makes sense also when D is not trianguline (nor of
rank 2), but a priori only known to be B2.Qp/-invariant. Also, whenever D is
indecomposable and 2-dimensional, then the above ı is unique [Paškūnas 2013],
and wheneverD is absolutely irreducible and at least 3-dimensional, then there does
not exist such a character ı (so that the subspace D\�ı P1 is GL2.Qp/-invariant)
[Paškūnas 2013]. Since the construction ofD 7!D\�ıP1 behaves well in families
(see Chapter II in [Colmez 2010c]) and the trianguline Galois representations are
Zariski-dense in the deformation space of 2-dimensional .'; �/-modules with given
reduction mod p [Kisin 2010], Colmez [2010c] shows that this subspace is not only
B2.Qp/, but also GL2.Qp/-invariant for general 2-dimensional .'; �/-modules.
For ıD ��1 detD (in this case we omit the subscript ı from the notation), we have
a short exact sequence

0!…. LD/!D�P1!….D/! 0;

where ….D/ is the unitary Banach-space representation associated to D via the
p-adic Langlands correspondence.
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Colmez [2010c, Chapters V and VI] also identifies the space ….D/an of locally
analytic and the space ….D/alg of locally algebraic vectors in the Banach-space
representation ….D/. These play a crucial role in the proof of the compatibility
of the p-adic and classical local Langlands correspondences. In fact, we have
….D/an D .D��P1/=K � .D\�P1/, where D��P1 is the subspace of elements
x 2D�P1 such that both ResP1

Zp
.x/ and

ResP1

Zp

��
0 1

1 0

�
x

�
lie in the subspace of overconvergent elements D� �D ŠD�Zp . D� is an étale
.'; �/-module over the ring E� of overconvergent power series with coefficients in
K such that D Š E˝E� D

� [Cherbonnier and Colmez 1998].
Let now G be the group of Qp-points of a connected Qp-split reductive group

and let P D TN be a Borel subgroup of G. Further denote by ˆC the set of
positive roots with respect to P and � � ˆC the set of simple roots. The above
noted generalizations of Colmez’s work [Schneider and Vignéras 2011; Schneider
et al. 2012] both use a certain microlocalization ƒ`.N0/ (constructed originally in
[Schneider and Venjakob 2010]) of the Iwasawa algebra ƒ.N0/ of a compact open
subgroup N0 of N . This can be thought of as the noncommutative analogue of
Fontaine’s ring OE. On the other hand, Colmez’s p-adic Langlands correspondence
heavily relies on the theory of trianguline .'; �/-modules. A .'; �/-module over
the Robba ring is a free module D�rig over R together with commuting semilinear
actions of the operator ' and the group � such that ' takes a basis of the free module
to another basis. Such a .'; �/-moduleD�rig is said to be étale (or of slope 0) if there
is a basis of D�rig such that the matrix of ' in this basis is an invertible matrix over
the subring O

�
E �R of overconvergent Laurent series. An étale .'; �/-module over

R is trianguline if it admits a filtration of (not necessarily étale) .'; �/-modules
over R with subquotients of rank 1 possibly after a finite base change E˝K �. The
fact that the Robba ring and the ring of overconvergent Laurent series play such
a role in the construction of the p-adic Langlands correspondence for GL2.Qp/
and also in the identification of the locally analytic vectors is the motivation for
the construction of noncommutative analogues of these rings — as they will most
probably be needed for a future correspondence for reductive groups other than
GL2.Qp/.

The motivation of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, we reinterpret the
ring ƒ`.N0/ as follows. Instead of localizing and completing the Iwasawa algebra
ƒ.N0/, one may constructƒ`.N0/ as the projective limit of certain skew group rings
over OE. The only assumptions on the ring RD OE such that this new construction
of ƒ`.N0/ can be carried out are that R admits an inclusion �WZp ! R� of the
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additive group Zp into its group of invertible elements and an étale action of an
operator ' that is compatible with �. The noncommutative ring that is constructed
is a completed skew group ring RŒŒH1; `�� of a closed normal subgroup H1 of a
pro-p group H0 such that `WH0� Zp is a homomorphism with kernel H1 (hence
H0=H1ŠZp). The main result in this direction is Proposition 3.1, showing that the
category of '-modules over R is equivalent to the category of '-modules over the
completed skew group ring RŒŒH1; `��. This can be applied also to the ring RD O

�
E

of overconvergent Laurent series with coefficients in oK and the Robba ring R. The
other motivation (probably the more important one) is the construction of the right
noncommutative analogues of O

�
E and R. The elements of the rings RŒŒH1; `�� and

O
�
EŒŒH1; `��, however, are not necessarily convergent in any open annulus since they

are obtained by taking an inverse limit. Therefore we shall we construct the rings
R.H1; `/ and Rint.H1; `/ (pages 221 ff. and 231–232, with N1 for H1) as direct
limits of certain microlocalizations of the distribution algebra. The elements of
these rings are convergent in a region of the form˚

�2 < jb˛j< 1; jbˇ j< jb˛j
r for ˇ 2ˆC n f˛g

	
for some p�1 < �2 < 1 and 1� r 2 Z. We will show (pages 233 ff.) that RŒŒN1; `��

and O
�
EŒŒN1; `�� are in a certain sense completions of R.N1; `/ and Rint.N1; `/,

respectively. Note that, although the natural map jintWR
int.N1; `/! O

�
EŒŒN1; `�� is

injective, the map j WR.N1; `/!RŒŒN1; `�� is not. Both the ring R.N1; `/ and its
integral version admit an étale action of the monoid TC D ft 2 T j tN0t�1 �N0g.
However, it is an open question whether the categories of étale TC-modules over
these rings are equivalent to the étale TC-modules over their completions.

In my opinion, the right noncommutative analogue of the ring R (resp. O
�
E) is

R.N1; `/ (resp. Rint.N1; `/) in the context of Qp-split reductive groups G over Qp ,
as both rings admit an étale action of the monoid TC and their elements converge
in certain polyannuli. However, it might still be useful to also consider the rings
RŒŒH1; `�� and O

�
EŒŒH1; `��, as they can help us compare the category of usual .'; �/-

modules with the category of TC-modules over R.N1; `/ (resp. over Rint.N1; `/)
using the equivalence of categories in Proposition 3.1. Only one variable is inverted
in these rings, in contrast to the rings constructed in [Zábrádi 2012]. The reasons
for this are the following: (i) this way Rint.N1; `/ is a subring of ƒ`.N0/; (ii)
the equivalence of categories in Proposition 3.1 holds for rings in which only
one variable is inverted; and (iii) all the usual .'; �/-modules are overconvergent,
that is, they descend to O

�
E already in one variable. However, if Qp is replaced

by a finite unramified extension F , then one might have to consider Lubin–Tate
.'; �F /-modules (with �F Š o�F ) instead so that the monoid 'N�F is isomorphic
to oF n f0g. These .'; �F /-modules are not overconvergent in general but they
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might still correspond to objects over certain multivariable Robba rings (in which
all the variables are inverted). For a first result in this direction see [Berger 2013].
It is plausible to expect that for general reductive groups G over F one has to invert
exactly jF WQpj (Qp-)variables that correspond to the root subgroup N˛ Š F Š
Q
jF WQp j
p for a given simple root ˛.

2. Completed skew group rings

Let R be a commutative ring (with identity) with the following properties:

(i) There exists a group homomorphism �WZp ,!R�.

(ii) The ring R admits an étale action of the p-Frobenius ' that is compatible
with �. More precisely, there is an injective ring homomorphism 'WR ,!R

such that '.�.x//D �.px/ and

RD

p�1M
iD0

�.i/'.R/:

In particular, R is free of rank p over '.R/.

We remark first of all that one may iterate (ii) c times for any positive integer c
to obtain

RD

pc�1M
iD0

�.i/'c.R/: (1)

Indeed, by induction, we may assume that (1) holds for c � 1 and obtain

RD

pc�1�1M
kD0

�.k/'c�1.R/D

pc�1�1M
kD0

�.k/'c�1
�p�1M
jD0

�.j /'.R/

�

D

pc�1�1M
kD0

p�1M
jD0

�.kCpc�1j /'c.R/;

since 'c�1 takes direct sums to direct sums as it is injective. Now the claim follows
from noting that any integer 0 � i � pc � 1 can be uniquely written in the form
i D kCpc�1j with 0� k � pc�1� 1 and 0� j � p� 1.

For any x 2 Zp we have �.pcx/D 'c.�.x// 2 'c.R/�. Hence �.i/'c.R/D
�.i Cpcx/'c.R/ and we may replace each value of i in the formula (1) by any
element in the coset i CpcZp.

Definition 2.1. We call a ring R with the above properties (i) and (ii) a '-ring over
Zp or often just a '-ring.
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For example, if K=Qp is a finite extension with ring of integers o and uni-
formizer pK , then the Iwasawa algebra oŒŒT �� is a '-ring with the homomorphism

�WZp! oŒŒT ��; 1 7! 1CT

and Frobenius '.T /D .T C 1/p � 1. Similarly, with the same � and ', Fontaine’s
ring OE, its field of fractions E, the Robba ring R and the rings E�, O

�
E of over-

convergent power series are also '-rings. (For the definitions of OE and E see
the paragraph before Lemma 2.13, and for those of R, O

�
E, and E� see (12) and

subsequent paragraph.)

Lemma 2.2. For any positive integer c we have a ring isomorphism

'c.R/ŒX�=
�
Xp

c

��.pc/
�
�!� R; X 7! �.1/:

Proof. Since the polynomial ring 'c.R/ŒX� is a free object in the category of
commutative 'c.R/-algebras, we may extend the natural inclusion homomorphism
f W'c.R/ ,! R given by (ii) to a ring homomorphism Qf W'c.R/ŒX�! R by any
free choice for the value Qf .X/, in particular such that Qf .X/ WD �.1/ 2R and, of
course, Qfj'c.R/ WD f . We need to show that Qf is surjective with kernel equal to
the ideal generated by Xp

c

� �.pc/. Note that �.pc/D 'c.�.1// lies in 'c.R/,
so the claim makes sense.

By (i), the map � is a group homomorphism, so �.r/D�.1/rD Qf .X/rD Qf .Xr/
lies in the image of Qf for any positive integer r . Hence we obtain the surjectivity
from (1) by noting that 'c.R/ also lies in the image of Qf .

Using again �.r/D Qf .Xr/ with the choice of r D pc , we see immediately that
Xp

c

��.pc/ lies in the kernel of Qf . Moreover,

'c.R/ŒX�=
�
Xp

c

��.pc/
�

is a free module of rank pc over 'c.R/ with generators the classes of fXrgp
c�1
rD0 in

the quotient. On the other hand, R is also a free module of rank pc with generators
f�.r/g

pc�1
rD0 , by (1), and these two sets of generators correspond to each other under

the map Qf ; hence the isomorphism. �
Let H0 be a pro-p group of finite rank (therefore a compact p-adic Lie group

by Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 8.18 in [Dixon et al. 1999]) without elements of
order p admitting a continuous surjective group homomorphism `WH0� Zp with
kernel H1 WD Ker.`/. We further assume the following:

(A) H0 also admits an injective group endomorphism 'WH0 ,! H0 with finite
cokernel and compatible with ` in the sense that `.'.h//D '.`.h//D p`.h/.
In particular, we have '.H1/�H1.

(B)
T
n�1 '

n.H0/D f1g and the subgroups 'n.H0/ form a system of neighbor-
hoods of 1 in H0.
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We remark first of all that by a theorem of Serre [Dixon et al. 1999, Theo-
rem 1.17], any finite index subgroup in H0 is open. Hence the homomorphism ' is
automatically continuous and the subgroups 'n.H0/ are open.
H1 is a closed subgroup of H0; hence it is also a pro-p group of finite rank. By

assumption (B), we also have in particular that the subgroups 'n.H1/ form a system
of open neighborhoods of 1 in H1. The subgroups 'n.H1/ may not be normal in
either H1 or H0. Hence for k > 1 we define the normal subgroup Hk C H0 as
the normal subgroup of H0 generated by 'k�1.H1/. Since H1 is normal in H0
we automatically have Hk �H1 for any k � 1. Also, since the p-adic Lie group
H1 has a system of neighborhoods of 1 containing only characteristic subgroups,
the Hk also form a system of neighborhoods of 1 in H1. On the other hand, we
have by definition that '.Hk/�HkC1 �Hk for each k � 1. In particular, we have
an induced ' action on the quotient group H0=Hk . This is, of course, no longer
injective.

Since the group Zp is topologically generated by one element, we may find a
splitting �WZp ,!H0 for the group homomorphism `. We fix this splitting �, too.
Assume further that:

(C) the group homomorphism � is '-equivariant, that is, we have �.'.x//D'.�.x//
for all x 2 Zp.

We define the skew group ring RŒH1=Hk; `; �� as follows. We put

RŒH1=Hk; `; �� WD
M

h2H1=Hk

Rh (2)

as left R-modules. Since H1 is a normal subgroup in H0, we also have

H1=Hk CH0=Hk :

Therefore we obtain a conjugation action of Zp on H1=Hk given by

�WZp! Aut.H1=Hk/; z 7!
�
h 7! �.z/h�.z/�1; h 2H1=Hk

�
:

Since H1=Hk is a finite p-group, Aut.H1=Hk/ is finite and we have an integer
ck � 1 such that pckZp � Ker.�/. The multiplication is defined so that 'ck .R/
commutes with elements h in H1=Hk and �.i/ acts on H1=Hk via � ı ��1 and
conjugation. More precisely, for r1; r2 2R and h1; h2 2H1=Hk we may write

r2 D

pck�1X
iD0

�.i/'ck .ri;2/ (3)

and put

.r1h1/.r2h2/ WD

pck�1X
iD0

r1�.i/'
ck .ri;2/

�
.�.i/�1h1�.i//h2

�
2

M
h2H1=Hk

Rh: (4)
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In case r2D1we have .r1h1/h2D r1.h1h2/, and in case h1D1we have r1.r2h2/D
.r1r2/h2. By the choice of ck , �.pckZp/ lies in the center of H0=Hk . So we may
use any set of representatives of Zp=p

ckZp instead of f0; 1; : : : ; pck � 1g in (3) in
order to compute (4). Indeed, if i � i 0 .mod pck /, then

�.i/'ck .ri;2/D �.i
0/'ck

�
�

�
i � i 0

pck

�
ri;2

�
and �.i/�1h1�.i/D �.i 0/�1h1�.i 0/.

Lemma 2.3. The multiplication (4) equips RŒH1=Hk; `; �� with a ring structure.

Proof. There exists an easy, but rather long computation showing this. However,
there is another, more conceptual description of the ring RŒH1=Hk; `; �� pointed
out by Torsten Schoeneberg that proves this lemma without any computations. Let
S be the group ring S WD 'ck .R/ŒH1=Hk� and � be the automorphism of S trivial
on 'ck .R/ and acting by conjugation with �.1/ on H1=Hk , that is, for h 2H1=Hk
put �.h/ WD �.1/�1h�.1/. Now define the skew polynomial ring SŒX; �� by the
relation aX D X�.a/ for a 2 S . By the definition of � , the subring 'ck .R/ lies
in the center of SŒX; ��; therefore, so does �.pck /D 'ck .�.1// 2 'ck .R/. On the
other hand, we have

aXp
ck
DXp

ck
�p

ck
.a/DXp

ck
a

for all a 2 S , since �p
ck is the conjugation by the central element �.1/p

ck
D �.pck /

of H0=Hk on H1=Hk and is trivial by definition on 'ck .R/; hence �p
ck
D idS .

This shows that Xp
ck
��.pck / is central and that

SŒX; ��
�
Xp

ck
��.pck /

�
D
�
Xp

ck
��.pck /

�
SŒX; ��

is a two-sided ideal in SŒX; ��. So we may form the quotient ring and compute (as
left 'ck .R/-modules)

SŒX; ��=
�
Xp

ck
��.pck /

�
Š

� 1M
rD0

M
h2H1=Hk

Xr'ck .R/h

�.�
Xp

ck
��.pck /

�
Š

M
h2H1=Hk

�
'ck .R/ŒX�=.Xp

ck
��.pck //

�
h

Š

M
h2H1=Hk

Rh;

using Lemma 2.2 in the middle. On the component hD 1 in the above direct sum,
the identification is even multiplicative as Lemma 2.2 gives an isomorphism of
rings, not just 'ck .R/-modules. Hence SŒX; ��=

�
Xp

ck
��.pck /

�
contains R as

a subring and the isomorphism above is an isomorphism of left R-modules. The
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transport of ring structure gives back the definition (4) of multiplication on the right
side. Indeed, we have

.r1h1/.r2h2/D

pck�1X
iD0

r1h1�.i/'
ck .ri;2/h2 D

pck�1X
iD0

r1h1X
i'ck .ri;2/h2

D

pck�1X
iD0

r1X
i� i .h1/'

ck .ri;2/h2 D

pck�1X
iD0

r1�.i/'
ck .ri;2/

�
.�.i/�1h1�.i//h2

�
;

since �.i/ corresponds to X i under the isomorphism in Lemma 2.2. �

We further have a natural action of ' onRŒH1=Hk; `; �� coming from the '-action
on both R and H1=Hk by putting '.rh/ WD '.r/'.h/ for r 2R and h 2H1=Hk .

Lemma 2.4. The map 'WRŒH1=Hk; `; ��!RŒH1=Hk; `; �� defined above is a ring
homomorphism.

Proof. The additivity is clear, so it suffices to check the multiplicativity. Using (4)
we compute

'..r1h1/.r2h2//D

pck�1X
iD0

'
�
r1�.i/'

ck .ri;2/
�
'
�
.�.i/�1h1�.i//h2

�
D

pck�1X
iD0

'.r1/�.pi/'
ckC1.ri;2/

�
.�.pi/�1'.h1/�.pi//'.h2/

�
D

pck�1X
iD0

'.r1/'
ckC1.ri;2/'.h1/�.pi/'.h2/

D '.r1/'.h1/

pck�1X
iD0

�.pi/'ckC1.ri;2/'.h2/

D '.r1h1/'

�pck�1X
iD0

�.i/'ck .ri;2/h2

�
D '.r1h1/'.r2h2/: �

The map � and the inclusion of the group H1=Hk in the multiplicative group of
RŒH1=Hk; `; �� are compatible in the sense that they glue together to a '-equivariant
group homomorphism �k WH0 ! RŒH1=Hk; `; ��

� (with kernel Ker�k D Hk),
making the diagram

Zp �
//

�

��

H0

�k
��

R
�R;k
// RŒH1=Hk; `�

(5)
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commutative, where �R;k is the natural inclusion of R in RŒH1=Hk; `�. Indeed,
H0 Š �.Zp/ËH1, so we put

�k.�.i/h/ WD �.i/.hHk/

for i 2 Zp, h 2H1 and compute

�k
�
�.i1/h1�.i2/h2

�
D �k

�
�.i1C i2/�.i2/

�1h1�.i2/h2
�

D �.i1C i2/
�
�.i2/

�1h1�.i2/h2
�
Hk

D �.i1/.h1Hk/�.i2/.h2Hk/D �k.�.i1/h1/�k.�.i2/h2/;

showing that �k is indeed a group homomorphism. The commutativity of the
diagram (5) is clear by definition. Moreover, �k is '-equivariant, since we have

�k ı'.�.i/h/D �k.�.pi/'.h//D �.pi/'.h/Hk

D '.�.i/hHk/D ' ı�k.�.i/h/:

Lemma 2.5. The above definition of RŒH1=Hk; `; �� does not depend on the choice
of the section � up to natural isomorphism.

Proof. Let �0WZp ,! H0 be another section of `. The integer ck depends on �,
but we also have another integer c0

k
such that �0.pc

0
k / acts trivially by conjugation

on H1=Hk , that is, �0.pc
0
k / lies in the center of H0=Hk . On the other hand, we

may choose mk � 0 so that Hpmk

1 �Hk , since H1=Hk is a finite p-group. From
`ı �D idZp D `ı �

0, we see that ��1�0.Zp/�Ker.`/DH1, and hence for any x 2Zp

we have

��1.pmkCmax.ck ;c0k/x/�0.pmkCmax.ck ;c0k/x/

D ��1.pmax.ck ;c0k/x/p
mk
�0.pmax.ck ;c0k/x/p

mk

D
�
��1.pmax.ck ;c0k/x/�0.pmax.ck ;c0k/x/

�pmk
2H

pmk

1 �Hk :

Therefore for m�mkCmax.ck; c0k/, the map �0
k
WR ,!RŒH1=Hk; `; �� given by

�0k

�
pm�1P
iD0

�.i/'m.ri /

�
WD

pm�1P
iD0

�.i/'m.ri /
�
�.i/�1�0.i/

�
(6)

extends to an isomorphism

�0k WRŒH1=Hk; `; �
0�!RŒH1=Hk; `; ��; rh 7! �0k.r/h;

of '-rings. Indeed, the map �0
k

is clearly additive and bijective. We claim that it is
multiplicative and '-equivariant. We first show the latter statement and compute
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' ı �0k

�
pm�1P
iD0

�.i/'m.ri /

�
D

pm�1P
iD0

'
�
�.i/'m.ri /

�
�.i/�1�0.i/

��
D

pm�1P
iD0

�.pi/'mC1.ri /
�
�.pi/�1�0.pi/

�
D �0k

�
pm�1P
iD0

�.pi/'mC1.ri /

�
D �0k ı'

�
pm�1P
iD0

�.i/'m.ri /

�
:

Sincem�max.ck; c0k/, the subring 'm.R/ lies in the center of bothRŒH1=Hk; `; ��
and RŒH1=Hk; `; �0�. Therefore — in view of the associativity (Lemma 2.3) — we
may compute the multiplication (4) by expanding elements of R to degree m. So
we write

r1 D
pm�1P
jD0

�.j /'m.rj;1/; r2 D
pm�1P
iD0

�.i/'m.ri;2/:

We may compute (6) using any set of representatives of Zp=p
mZp (for example

fj; j C1; : : : ; j Cpm�1g instead of f0; 1; : : : ; pm�1g) since ��1�0.pmZp/�Hk .
Hence we obtain

�0k
�
.r1h1/.r2h2/

�
D �0k

�
pm�1P
iD0

r1�.i/'
m.ri;2/

�
�0.i/�1h1�

0.i/h2
��

D �0k

�
pm�1P
i;jD0

�.j /'m.rj;1/�.i/'
m.ri;2/

�
�0.i/�1h1�

0.i/h2
��

D

pm�1P
iD0

�0k

�
pm�1P
jD0

�.i C j /'m.rj;1ri;2/

�
�0.i/�1h1�

0.i/h2

D

pm�1P
i;jD0

�.i C j /'m.rj;1ri;2/�.i C j /
�1�0.i C j /�0.i/�1h1�

0.i/h2

D

pm�1P
i;jD0

�.i C j /'m.rj;1ri;2/�.i C j /
�1�0.j /h1�

0.i/h2

D

pm�1P
i;jD0

�.j /'m.rj;1/�.i/'
m.ri;r/�.i/

�1
�
�.j /�1�0.j /h1

�
�.i/

�
�.i/�1�0.i/h2

�
D

�
pm�1P
jD0

�.j /'m.rj;1/
�
�.j /�1�0.j /h1

���pm�1P
iD0

�.i/'m.ri;2/
�
�.i/�1�0.i/h2

��

D

�
pm�1P
jD0

'm.rj;1/�
0.j /h1

��
pm�1P
iD0

'm.ri;2/�
0.i/h2

�
D �0k.r1h1/�

0
k.r2h2/: �
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In view of this lemma we omit � from the notation from now on. This construction
is compatible with the natural surjective homomorphisms H1=HkC1�H1=Hk;
therefore the rings RŒH1=Hk; `� form an inverse system for the induced maps. So
we may define the completed skew group ring RŒŒH1; `�� as the projective limit

RŒŒH1; `�� WD lim
 �
k

RŒH1=Hk; `�:

We denote by Ik the kernel of the canonical surjective homomorphism from
RŒŒH1; `�� to RŒH1=Hk; `�.

Whenever R is a topological ring, we equip RŒŒH1; `�� with the projective limit
topology of the product topologies on each

L
h2H1=Hk

Rh.
The augmentation map H1� 1 induces a ring homomorphism

` WD `RWRŒŒH1; `���R:

This also has a section � WD �R D lim
 �

�R;k WR ,! RŒŒH1; `�� (whenever clear we
omit the subscript R), that is, `R ı �R D idR. By (5), the group homomorphism
�WZp!R� extends to a group homomorphism �H0 WH0!RŒŒH1; `��

�, making
the diagram

Zp �
//

�

��

H0

�H0
��

R
�R
// RŒŒH1; `��

commutative.
The operator ' acts naturally on this projective limit. If R is a topological ring

and ' acts continuously on R, then ' also acts continuously on each RŒH1=Hk; `�
by taking the limit also on RŒŒH1; `��. For an open subgroup H 0 of a profinite
group H we use the notation J.H=H 0/ for a set of representatives of the left cosets
of H 0 in H . Similarly, we use J.H 0 nH/ for a set of representatives of the right
cosets H 0 nH .

Lemma 2.6. (a) Let L�K �H be groups. Then the set J.H=K/J.K=L/ (resp.
J.L nK/J.K nH/) is a set of representatives for the cosets H=L (resp. for
L nH ).

(b) Let K �H be groups and N CH a normal subgroup. Then J..K \N/ nN/
is also a set of representatives for K nKN .

Proof. These are well known facts in group theory; however, for the convenience of
the reader, we recall their proofs here. In (b) we need N to be a normal subgroup so
that KN is a subgroup of H . Moreover, J.K nKN/ might not lie in N in general.

(a) Let h1; h2 2J.H=K/ and k1; k2 2J.K=L/. Suppose we have h1k1LDh2k2L.
Then we also have h�11 h2 2K and so h1D h2, whence k�11 k2 2L and so k1D k2.
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So the elements of the set J.H=K/J.K=L/ are in distinct left cosets of L. On the
other hand, if hL 2H=L is a left coset, then we may first choose h1 2 J.H=K/ so
that h�11 h 2K and then k1 2 J.K=L/ so that k�11 h�11 h 2L; that is, hLD h1k1L.

(b) If n1 ¤ n2 2 J..K \N/ nN/ are distinct, then Kn1 ¤ Kn2, as n1n�12 does
not lie in K \N , but it lies in N . On the other hand, if kn 2 KN , then we may
find n1 2 J..K \N/ nN/ such that nn�11 2K \N , and hence knn�11 2K. �

Proposition 2.7. The map 'WRŒŒH1; `��!RŒŒH1; `�� is injective. Also

RŒŒH1; `��D
M

h2J.'.H0/nH0/

'.RŒŒH1; `��/h:

In particular, RŒŒH1; `�� is a free (left) module of rank ŒH0 W '.H0/� over itself via
'.

Proof. Step 1. Let k be an integer and denote by Ak the kernel of the map
'WRŒH1=Hk; `�!RŒH1=Hk; `� so that we have a short exact sequence of abelian
groups

0! Ak!RŒH1=Hk; `�
'
�! '.RŒH1=Hk; `�/! 0:

We show that the sequence Ak satisfies the trivial Mittag-Leffler condition. From
this the injectivity of ' follows, and we obtain

lim
 �
k

'.RŒH1=Hk; `�/Š '.lim
 �
k

RŒH1=Hk; `�/D '.RŒŒH1; `��/: (7)

Take a fixed positive integer k. Since 'WH1!H1 is an open map (bijective and
continuous between the compact sets H1 and '.H1/, and hence a homeomorphism)
and the subgroups Hl form a system of neighborhoods, we find an integer l > k
such that Hk � '�1.Hl/. In view of Lemma 2.6 we put

J.H1=Hl/ WD J.H1='
�1.Hl//J.'

�1.Hl/=Hl/

for J.H1='�1.Hl// and J.'�1.Hl/=Hl/ arbitrarily fixed sets of representatives
for the cosets of H1='�1.Hl/ and of '�1.Hl/=Hl , respectively.

Now let
P

h2J.H1=Hl /

rh�l.h/ be an element in Al and denote by fk;l the natural
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surjection from RŒH1=Hl ; `��RŒH1=Hk; `�. We have

0D '

� X
h2J.H1=Hl /

rh�l.h/

�
D

X
h12J.H1='�1.Hl //

X
h22J.'�1.Hl /=Hl /

'.rh1h2/�l.'.h1h2//

D

X
h1

X
h2

'.rh1h2/�l.'.h1//

D

X
h12J.H1='�1.Hl //

'

� X
h2J.H1=Hl /\h1'�1.Hl /

rh

�
�l.'.h1//:

For h1¤ h01 2 J.H1='
�1.Hl// we have '.h1/Hl ¤ '.h01/Hl . Since RŒH1=Hl ; `�

is defined as a direct sum, we obtain

'

� X
h2J.H1=Hl /\h1'�1.Hl /

rh

�
D 0; whence

X
h2J.H1=Hl /\h1'�1.Hl /

rh D 0

for any fixed h1 2 J.H1='�1.Hl//, as ' is injective on R. On the other hand, we
have

fk;l

� X
h2J.H1=Hl /

rh�l.h/

�
D

X
h12J.H1=Hk/

� X
h2J.H1=Hl /\h1Hk

rh

�
�k.h1/

D

X
h12J.H1=Hk/

0�k.h1/D 0;

as h1Hk is a disjoint union of cosets of '�1.Hl/ by the choice of l . This shows
that fk;l.Al/D 0 as claimed. Therefore (7) follows as discussed above.

Step 2. Since '.H0/\H1 is open in H1, there exists an integer k0 � 2 such that
for k � k0 we have Hk � '.H0/. (We may not be able to take k0 D 2 because
Hk is the normal subgroup generated by '.H1/, which does have elements outside
'.H0/ in general.) We claim now the decomposition

RŒH1=Hk; `�D
M

h2J.'.H0/nH0/

'.RŒH1=Hk; `�/�k.h/ (8)

for k � k0. Since Hk is a normal subgroup of H0 contained in '.H0/, the elements
�k.h/ above are distinct.

For the proof of (8) we apply Lemma 2.6(b) in the situation K WD '.H0/,
N WDH1, and H WDH0 to be able to choose

J.'.H0/ n'.H0/H1/ WD J..'.H0/\H1/ nH1/:
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Also, by the injectivity of ' on H0=H1, we see that '.H0/ \ H1 D '.H1/.
On the other hand, �.f0; 1; : : : ; p � 1g/ is a set of representatives for the cosets
H1'.H0/ nH0. Therefore (using Lemma 2.6(a) with L WD'.H0/,K WD'.H0/H1,
and H WDH0) we may choose

J.'.H0/ nH0/ WD J.'.H0/ n'.H0/H1/J.'.H0/H1 nH0/

D J.'.H1/ nH1/�.f0; 1; : : : ; p� 1g/:

We are going to use this specific set J.'.H0/nH0/ in order to compute the right
side of (8). Let

P
h2J.H1=Hk/

rh�k.h/ be an arbitrary element in RŒH1=Hk; `�.
By the étaleness of the action of ' on R (noting that R is commutative), we may
uniquely decompose

rh D

p�1X
iD0

�.i/'.ri;h/D

p�1X
iD0

'.ri;h/�.i/:

On the other hand, we write �.i/h�.i/�1 D '.ui;h/vi;h with unique ui;h 2H1 and
vi;h 2 J.'.H1/ nH1/. Therefore we have

X
h2J.H1=Hk/

rh�k.h/D
X

h2J.H1=Hk/

p�1X
iD0

'.ri;h/�.i/�k
�
�.i/�1'.ui;h/vi;h�.i/

�

D

X
h2J.H1=Hk/

p�1X
iD0

'.ri;h�k.ui;h//�k.vi;h�.i//

2

X
h2J.'.H0/nH0/

'.RŒH1=Hk; `�/�k.h/;

as �.i/D �k.�.i// and �k ı' D ' ı�k , by (5).
It remains to show that the sum in (8) is indeed direct. For this we may expand

any element xi;h 2RŒH1=Hk; `� as

xi;h D
X

m2J.H1=Hk/

ri;h;m�k.m/

and compute

p�1X
iD0

X
h2J.'.H1/nH1/

'.xi;h/�k.h�.i//

D

X
i;h;m

'.ri;h;m/�k.'.m/h�.i//

D

X
i;h;m

�.i/'.ri;h;m/�k
�
�.i/�1'.m/h�.i/

�
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D

X
i;h

X
m02J.'.H1/=Hk/

�.i/

� X
m2J.H1=Hk/\'�1.m0Hk/

'.ri;h;m/

�
�k
�
�.i/�1m0h�.i/

�
: (9)

Assume now that the left side of (9) is 0. The set J.'.H1/=Hk/J.'.H1/nH1/ is a
set of representatives ofHknH1 becauseHk is normal inH1, whence '.H1/=HkD
Hk n'.H1/. This shows that the elements m0h are distinct in H1=Hk on the right
side of (9). The conjugation by �.i/ is an automorphism of H1=Hk; therefore the
elements �.i/�1m0h�.i/ are also distinct for any fixed i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; p�1g. On the
other hand, by the étaleness of ' on R and by (2), we obtain

RŒH1=Hk; `�D

p�1M
iD0

M
h12H1=Hk

�.i/'.R/h:

Hence we have X
m2J.H1=Hk/\'�1.m0Hk/

'.ri;h;m/D 0

for any fixed m0, i , and h. In particular, we also have

'.xi;h/D
X

m2J.H1=Hk/

'.ri;h;m/�k.'.m//

D

X
m02J.'.H1/=Hk/

� X
m2J.H1=Hk/\'�1.m0Hk/

'.ri;h;m/

�
�k.m0/D 0;

showing that the sum in (8) is direct.

Step 3. The result follows by taking the projective limit of (8) using (7). �

Remark 2.8. This lemma also holds if we interchange left and right, that is,

RŒŒH1; `��D
M

h2J.H0='.H0//

h'.RŒŒH1; `��/:

Let S be a (not necessarily commutative) ring (with identity) with the following
properties:

(i) There exists a group homomorphism �WH0 ,! S�.

(ii) The ring S admits an étale action of the p-Frobenius ' that is compatible
with �. More precisely, there is an injective ring homomorphism 'WS ,! S

such that '.�.x//D �.'.x// and

S D
M

h2'.H0/nH0

'.S/�.h/D
M

h2H0='.H0/

�.h/'.S/:

In particular, S is free of rank jH0 W '.H0/j as a left as well as a right module
over '.S/.
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Definition 2.9. We call a ring S with the properties (i) and (ii) a '-ring over H0.

Corollary 2.10. The map R 7!RŒŒN1; `�� is a functor from the category of '-rings
over Zp to the category of '-rings over H0.

Remark 2.11. We have '.Ik/� IkC1 for all k � 1.

Proof. Take x 2 Ik and write xC IkC1 2RŒH1=HkC1; `�, as

xC IkC1 D
X

h2J.H1=HkC1/

rh�kC1.h/:

Since x 2 Ik , we have

0D
X

h2J.H1=HkC1/

rh�k.h/D
X

h12J.H1=Hk/

X
h2J.H1=HkC1/\h1Hk

rh�k.h1/;

and hence
P
h2J.H1=HkC1/\h1Hk

rh D 0 for any fixed h1 2 J.H1=Hk/. So we
compute

'.x/C IkC1 D
X

h12J.H1=Hk/

X
h2J.H1=HkC1/\h1Hk

'.rh/'.�k.h//

D

X
h12J.H1=Hk/

X
h2J.H1=HkC1/\h1Hk

'.rh/�k.'.h1//

D

X
h12J.H1=Hk/

0�k.'.h1//D 0;

since '.Hk/�HkC1, whence '.h1/D '.h/ above. �

Recall that Fontaine’s ring OE WD lim
 �n

.oŒŒT ��ŒT �1�/=pnK is defined as the p-adic
completion of the ring of formal Laurent series over o. It is a complete discrete
valuation ring with maximal ideal pKOE, residue field k..T //, and field of fractions
EDOEŒp

�1
K �. We show that the completed skew group ring OEŒŒH1; `�� is isomorphic

to the previously constructed microlocalized ring ƒ`.H0/ of the Iwasawa algebra
ƒ.H0/ ([Schneider and Venjakob 2010]; see also [Schneider and Vignéras 2011,
Section 8; Schneider et al. 2012; Zábrádi 2011]). (H0 D N0 in the notations of
[Schneider and Vignéras 2011; Schneider et al. 2012; Zábrádi 2011].) For the
convenience of the reader we recall the definition here. Let ƒ.H0/ WD oŒŒH0�� be
the Iwasawa algebra of the pro-p group H0. It is shown in [Coates et al. 2005]
that S WD ƒ.H0/ n .pK ;H1 � 1/ is a left and right Ore set in ƒ.H0/ so that the
localization ƒ.H0/S exists. The ring ƒ`.H0/ is defined as the .pK ;H1� 1/-adic
completion of ƒ.H0/S (the so-called “microlocalization”). Since 'WH0!H0 is
a continuous group homomorphism, it induces a continuous ring homomorphism
'Wƒ.H0/ ! ƒ.H0/ of the Iwasawa algebra. Since '.S/ � S , ' extends to a
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ring homomorphism 'Wƒ.H0/S !ƒ.H0/S and, by continuity, to its completion
ƒ`.H0/ (see Section 8 of [Schneider and Vignéras 2011] for more details).

Remark 2.12. Let R be a '-ring containing (as a '-subring) the Iwasawa algebra
oŒŒT ��Šƒ.Zp/. Then using (1) we compute

RŒH1=Hk; `�Š
�
R˝ƒ.Zp/ƒ.Zp/

�
ŒH1=Hk; `�ŠR˝ƒ.Zp/

�
ƒ.Zp/ŒH1=Hk; `�

�
ŠR˝ƒ.Zp/;�ƒ.H0=Hk/

Š
�
'ck .R/˝'ck .ƒ.Zp//ƒ.Zp/

�
˝ƒ.Zp/;�ƒ.H0=Hk/

Š 'ck .R/˝'ck .ƒ.Zp//;�ƒ.H0=Hk/;

for any k � 1.

Lemma 2.13. We have a '-equivariant ring-isomorphism OEŒŒH1; `��Šƒ`.H0/.

Proof. The ring ƒ`.H0/ is complete and Hausdorff with respect to the filtra-
tion by the ideals generated by .Hk � 1/, since these ideals are closed with
intersection zero in the pseudocompact ring ƒ`.H0/ (compare Theorem 4.7 in
[Schneider and Venjakob 2010]). So it remains to show that ƒ`.H0=Hk/ is
naturally isomorphic to the skew group ring OEŒH1=Hk; `�. First we show that
ƒ.H0=Hk/Šƒ.Zp/ŒH1=Hk; `�. Both sides are free modules of rank jH1=Hkj over
ƒ.Zp/ with generators h 2H1=Hk , so there is an obvious isomorphism between
them as ƒ.Zp/-modules. Moreover, 'ck .ƒ.Zp// lies in the center of both rings.
However, the obvious map above is also multiplicative, since the multiplication
on ƒ.Zp/ŒH1=Hk; `� is uniquely determined by (4), so that (5) is satisfied and
'ck .ƒ.Zp// lies in the center.

Now by Remark 2.12, we have

OEŒH1=Hk; `�Š '
ck .OE/˝'ck .ƒ.Zp//;�ƒ.H0=Hk/

for any k � 1.
Since �.'p

ck .ƒ.Zp/// lies in the center ofƒ.H0=Hk/, the right side above is the
localization of ƒ.H0=Hk/, inverting the central element 'p

ck .T / and taking the
p-adic completion afterwards (that is, “microlocalization” at 'p

ck .T /). However,
in a p-adically complete ring, T is invertible if and only if 'p

ck .T / is too. Indeed,
we have

T j 'p
ck
.T /D .T C 1/p

ck
� 1D

pckX
iD1

�
pck

i

�
T i 2 T p

ck
�
1CpoŒŒT ��ŒT �1�

�
:

Hence we obtain

'ck .OE/˝'ck .ƒ.Zp//;�ƒ.H0=Hk/Šƒ`.H0=Hk/;

as both sides are the microlocalization of ƒ.H0=Hk/ at T . �
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3. Equivalence of categories

Let S be a '-ring over any pro-p group H0 satisfying (A), (B), and (C) (for now it
would suffice to assume that S has an injective ring-endomorphism 'WS! S ). We
define a '-module over S to be a free S-module D of finite rank together with a
semilinear action of ' such that the map

1˝'WS ˝S;' D!D; r ˝ d 7! r'.d/; (10)

is an isomorphism. For rings S in which p is not invertible (such as S D OE

and O
�
E), this is the definition of an étale '-module. However, for rings in which p

is invertible (such as the Robba ring R), this is the usual definition of a '-module.
We use this definition for both S D R and S D RŒŒH1; `��— the former being a
'-ring over Zp and the latter being a '-ring over H0. We denote the category of
'-modules over R (resp. over RŒŒH1; `��) by M.R; '/ (resp. by M.RŒŒH1; `��; '/).
These are clearly additive categories. However, they are not abelian in general, as
the kernel and cokernel might not be a free module over R (resp. over RŒŒH1; `��).

For modulesM overRŒŒH1; `��, saying that (10) (withDDM ) is an isomorphism
is equivalent to saying that each element m 2M is uniquely decomposed as

mD
X

u2J.H0='k.H0//

u'k.mu;k/

for k D 1, or equivalently, for all k � 1.
There is an obvious functor in both directions induced by `R and �R that we

denote by

D WDR˝RŒŒH1;`��;` �WM.RŒŒH1; `��; '/!M.R; '/;

M WDRŒŒH1; `��˝R;� �WM.R; '/!M.RŒŒH1; `��; '/:

The following is a generalization of Theorem 8.20 in [Schneider et al. 2012].
The proof is also similar, but we include it here for the convenience of the reader.

Proposition 3.1. The functors D and M are quasi-inverse equivalences of cate-
gories.

Proof. We first note that since ` ı �D idR, we also have D ıMŠ idM.R;'/. So it
remains to show that D is full and faithful.

For the faithfulness of D, let f WM1!M2 be a morphism in M.RŒŒH1; `��; '/

such that D.f / D 0, which means that f .M1/ � I1M2. Let m 2 M1. For any
k 2 N, we write mD

P
u2J.H0='k.H0//

u'k.mu;k/ and

f .m/D
X

u2J.H0='k.H0//

u'kf .mu;k/ 2 '
k.I1M2/� IkC1M2;
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by Remark 2.11. Therefore f .M1/� IkC1M2 for any k � 0, and therefore f D 0
since M2 is a finitely generated free module over RŒŒH1; `��, and

T
k�0

IkC1D 0 since
RŒŒH1; `��Š lim

 �
RŒŒH1; `��=Ik .

Now we prove that for any objectM in M.RŒŒH1; `��; '/we have an isomorphism
MıD.M/!M . We start with an arbitrary finite RŒŒH1; `��-basis .�i /1�i�d of M
(where d is the rank of M ). As R-modules we have

M D

� M
1�i�d

�.R/�i

�
˚

� M
1�i�d

I1�i

�
:

Clearly, the RŒŒH1; `��-linear map from M to M.D.M// sending �i to 1˝ .1˝ �i /
is bijective. It is '-equivariant if and only if

L
1�i�d �.R/�i is '-stable, which is,

of course, not true in general. We always have

'.�i /D
X

1�j�d

.ai;j C bi;j /�j ; where ai;j 2 �.R/; bi;j 2 I1:

If the bi;j are not all 0, we will find elements xi;j 2 I1 such that

�i WD �i C
X

1�j�d

xi;j �j

satisfies
'.�i /D

X
1�j�d

ai;j�j for i 2 I:

The conditions on the matrix X WD .xi;j /1�i;j�d are

'.idCX/.ACB/D A.idCX/

for the matrices A WD .ai;j /1�i;j�d ; B WD .bi;j /1�i;j�d . The coefficients of A
belong to the commutative ring �.R/. The matrix ACB is invertible because the
RŒŒH1; `��-endomorphism f of M defined by

f .�i /D '.�i / for 1� i � d

is an automorphism of M as M lies in M.RŒŒH1; `��; '/. Therefore the matrix
AD `.ACB/ is also invertible. We have reduced the proof to solving the equation

A�1BCA�1'.X/.ACB/DX

in the indeterminate X . We are looking for the solution X in the form of an infinite
sum

X D A�1BC� � �

C
�
A�1'.A�1/ � � �'k�1.A�1/'k.A�1B/'k�1.ACB/ � � �'.ACB/.ACB/

�
C � � � :
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The coefficients of A�1B belong to the two-sided ideal I1 of RŒŒH1; `��, and the
coefficients of the k-th term of the series�

A�1'.A�1/ � � �'k�1.A�1/'k.A�1B/'k�1.ACB/ � � �'.ACB/.ACB/
�

belong to 'k.I1/� IkC1. Hence the series converges, since

RŒŒH1; `��Š lim
 �
k

RŒŒH1; `��=Ik :

Its limit X is the unique solution of the equation. The coefficients of every term in
the series belong to I1 and I1 is closed in RŒŒH1; `��, and hence xi;j 2 I1 for 1� i ,
j � d .

We still need to show that the set .�i /1�i�d is anRŒŒH1; `��-basis ofM . Similarly
to the above equation, we may find a matrix Y with coefficients in I1 such that

.ACB/.idCY /D '.idCY /A:

Therefore we obtain

.ACB/.idCY /.idCX/D '..idCY /.idCX//.ACB/;

which means that the map

.idCY /.idCX/WM !M; �i 7! .idCY /.idCX/�i

is a '-equivariant map such that D..idCY /.idCX//D id, so .idCY /.idCX/D id
by the faithfulness of D. By a similar computation, we also obtain

A.idCX/.idCY /D '..idCX/.idCY //A;

showing that .idCX/.idC Y / is a '-equivariant endomorphism of M ıD.M/

reducing to the identity modulo I1. Hence .idCY / is a two-sided inverse to the
map .idC X/, and in particular .�i /1�i�d is an RŒŒH1; `��-basis of M . So we
obtain an isomorphism in M.RŒŒH1; `��; '/,

‚ WM !M.D.M//; ‚.�i /D 1˝ .1˝ �i / for 1� i � d;

such that D.‚/ is the identity morphism of D.M/.
Now if f WD.M1/! D.M2/, then for

M.f /WM1 ŠM ıD.M1/!M ıD.M2/ŠM2;

we have D ıM.f /D f ; therefore D is full. �

Remark 3.2. There is a small mistake in Lemma 1 of [Zábrádi 2011]. The map
! is in fact not a p-valuation, since assertion (iii) states that !.gp/D !.g/C 1 is
false. It is only true in the weaker form !.gp/� !.g/C 1. However, this does not
influence the validity of the rest of the paper, as N0;n WD fg 2 N0 j !.g/ � ng is
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still a subgroup satisfying Lemma 2. Alternatively, it is possible to modify ! so
that one truly obtains a p-valuation. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
Torsten Schoeneberg for pointing this out to me.

Remark 3.3. In the case of RD OE we may end the proof of Proposition 3.1 by
saying that idCX is invertible since X lies in Id�d1 and OEŒŒH1; `�� Š ƒ`.H0/

is I1-adically complete. However, in the general situation RŒŒH1; `�� may not be
complete I1-adically. The reason for this is that the ideals .Ik/k�1 are only cofinal
with the ideals I k1 whenever R is killed by a power of p. Therefore if R is not
p-adically complete, we do not have RŒŒH1; `��Š lim

 �
RŒŒH1; `��=I

k
1 in general. In

the case of RD OE, Proposition 3.1 holds for not necessarily free modules as well.
See [Schneider et al. 2012] for the proof of this.

Remark 3.4. The matrix Y in the proof of Proposition 3.1 is given by a convergent
sum of the terms

�.ACB/�1'..ACB/�1/ � � �'k�1..ACB/�1/'k..ACB/�1B/'k�1.A/ � � �'.A/A

for k � 0, and a direct computation also shows that .idC Y /.idC X/ D id D
.idCX/.idCY /.

Reductive groups over Qp and Whittaker functionals. Let p be a prime number
and let Qp �K be a finite extension with ring of integer oK , uniformizer pK , and
residue field k D oK=pK . This field will only play the role of coefficients; the
reductive groups will all be defined over Qp. Following [Schneider and Vignéras
2011], let G be the Qp-rational points of a Qp-split connected reductive group
over Qp. In particular, G is a locally Qp-analytic group. We also assume that
the center of G is connected. We fix a Borel subgroup P D TN in G with
maximal split torus T and unipotent radical N . Let ˆC denote, as usual, the
set of positive roots of T with respect to P and let � � ˆC be the subset of
simple roots. For any ˛ 2ˆC we have the root subgroup N˛ �N . We recall that
N D

Q
˛2ˆC N˛ (set-theoretically) for any total ordering of ˆC. Let T0 � T be

the maximal compact subgroup. We fix a compact open subgroup N0 � N that
is totally decomposed; in other words, N0 D

Q
˛.N0\N˛/ for any total ordering

of ˆC. Hence P0 WD T0N0 is a group. We introduce the submonoid TC � T of all
t 2 T such that tN0t�1 �N0, or equivalently, such that j˛.t/j � 1 for any ˛ 2�.
Obviously, PC WDN0TC D P0TCP0 is then a submonoid of P .

We fix once and for all isomorphisms of algebraic groups

�˛WN˛
Š
!Qp

for ˛ 2�, such that
�˛.tnt

�1/D ˛.t/�˛.n/
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for any n2N˛ and t 2T . We normalize these isomorphisms so that �˛.N0\N˛/D
Zp �Qp. Since

Q
˛2�N˛ is naturally a quotient of N=ŒN;N � we may view any

homomorphism
`W
Y
˛2�

N˛!Qp

as a functional on N . We fix once and for all a homomorphism ` such that
`.N0/D Zp. Let X�.T / WD Homalg.T;Gm/ (resp. X�.T / WD Homalg.Gm; T /) be
the group of algebraic characters (resp. cocharacters) of T . Since we assume that
the center of G is connected, the quotient X�.T /=

L
˛2� Z˛ is free. Hence we

find a cocharacter � in X�.T / such that ˛ ı � D idGm for any ˛ in �. It is injective
and uniquely determined up to a central cocharacter. We fix such a � . It satisfies

�.Zp n f0g/� TC

and
`.�.a/n�.a�1//D a`.n/ (11)

for any a in Q�p and n inN , since ` is a linear functional on the space
Q
˛2�N˛ and

therefore can be written as a linear combination of the isomorphisms �˛WN˛!Qp .
For example, if G D GLn.Qp/, T is the group of diagonal matrices, and N is

the group of unipotent upper triangular matrices, then we could choose

�WGm.Qp/DQ�p ! T D .Q�p /
n; �.x/ WD

0BBB@
xn�1

xn�2

: : :

1

1CCCA :
Put � WD �.Z�p / and s WD �.p/. The element s acts by conjugation on the group

N0 such that
T
k s
kN0s

�k D f1g. We denote this action by ' WD 's . This is
compatible with the functional ` in the sense ` ı ' D p` (see Section 2) by (11).
Therefore we may apply the theory of the preceding sections to any '-ring R with
the homomorphism `WN0! Zp and N1 WD Ker.`jN0/. We are going to apply the
theory of Section 2 in the setting H0 WDN0 and H1 WDN1.

In [Schneider and Vignéras 2011] and [Zábrádi 2011] ` is assumed to be generic—
we do not assume this here, though. For any ˛ 2� the restriction of ` to a fixed
N˛ is either zero or an isomorphism of N˛ with Qp, and we put a˛ WD `.��1˛ .1//.
By the assumption `.N0/D Zp we obtain a˛ 2 Zp for all ˛ 2�, and a˛ 2 Z�p for
at least one ˛ in �. We put TC;` WD ft 2 TC j tN1t�1 � N1g. The monoid TC;`
acts on the group Zp via `WN0! Zp, too.

A .'; �/-ring R is by definition a '-ring (in the sense of Section 2) together with
an action of � Š Z�p commuting with ' and satisfying .�.x//D �.��1./x/. For
example, OE;O

�
E;E

�;R are .'; �/-rings. The endomorphism ring End.Zp/ of the
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p-adic integers (as a topological abelian group) is isomorphic to Zp. On the other
hand, the multiplicative monoid Zp n f0g is isomorphic to 'N� . Now having an
action of ' and � on R we obtain an action of TC;` on R since the map `WN0!Zp

induces a monoid homomorphism TC;`!Zp nf0gŠ'
N� . We denote the kernel of

this monoid homomorphism by T0;`. Similarly, we have a natural action of TC;` on
the ring RŒŒN1; `�� by conjugation. Indeed, if t 2 TC;`, then since T is commutative,
we have

t'k.N1/t
�1
D tskN1s

�kt�1 D sktN1t
�1s�k D 'k.tN1t

�1/� 'k.N1/;

whence tNkt�1 �Nk . Hence t acts naturally on the skew group ring RŒN1=Nk; `�,
and by taking the limit, we also obtain an action on RŒŒN1; `��. We denote the map
on both R and RŒŒN1; `�� induced by the action of t 2 TC;` by 't .

Now a TC;`-module over R (resp. over RŒŒN1; `��) is a finitely generated free
R-moduleD (resp.RŒŒN1; `��-moduleM ) with a semilinear action of TC;` (denoted
by 't WD ! D, resp. 't WM !M for any t 2 TC;`) such that the restriction of
the TC;`-action to s 2 TC;` defines a '-module over R (resp. over RŒŒN1; `��). We
denote the category of TC;`-modules over R (resp. over RŒŒN1; `��) by M.R; TC;`/

(resp. by M.RŒŒN1; `��; TC;`/).

Lemma 3.5. Let M be in M.RŒŒN1; `��; TC;`/ and D be in M.R; TC;`/. Then the
maps

1˝'t WRŒŒN1; `��˝RŒŒN1;`��;'t M !M; r ˝m 7! r't .m/

and

1˝'t WR˝R;'t D!D; r ˝ d 7! r't .d/

are isomorphisms for any t 2 TC;`.

Proof. We only prove the statement for M (the statement for D is entirely analo-
gous). First note that the subgroups skN0s�k (resp. skN1s�k) form a system of
neighborhoods of 1 in N (resp. in Ker.`/). On the other hand, if t is in TC;`, then

t Ker.`jN /t
�1
D t

�[
k2Z

skN1s
�k

�
t�1 D

[
k2Z

sktN1t
�1s�k D Ker.`jN /;

since tN1t�1 has finite index in N1. Now since t�1N0t and t�1N1t are compact,
we find k0 > 0, so that t�1N0t � s�k0N0sk0 and t�1N1t � s�k0N1sk0 , whence
sk0 t�1 lies in TC;`. Since M is a '-module over RŒŒN1; `��, the map

1˝'sk0 WRŒŒN1; `��˝RŒŒN1;`��;'
sk0

M !M; r ˝m 7! r'sk0 .m/
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is an isomorphism. Under the identifications

RŒŒN1; `��˝RŒŒN1;`��;'t
�
RŒŒN1; `��˝RŒŒN1;`��;'

sk0 t�1
M
�

ŠRŒŒN1; `��˝RŒŒN1;`��;'
sk0
M

ŠRŒŒN1; `��˝RŒŒN1;`��;'
sk0 t�1

�
RŒŒN1; `��˝RŒŒN1;`��;'tM

�
we have

.1˝'t / ı .1˝ .1˝'sk0 t�1//D 1˝'sk0 D .1˝'sk0 t�1/ ı .1˝ .1˝'t //;

so 1˝'t is surjective by the equality on the left and injective by the equality on
the right. �

Remark 3.6. The action of T0;` on a TC;`-module D over R is linear, since T0;`
acts trivially on R. Therefore this action extends (uniquely) to the subgroup T` � T
generated by the monoid T0;`.

Proof. By the étaleness of the action of 't for t 2 T0;` we see immediately that 't
is an automorphism of D since 't WR!R is the identity map. Therefore 't has a
(left and right) inverse (as a linear transformation of the R-module D), which we
denote by 't�1 . The remark follows if we note that T` consists of the quotients of
elements of T0;`. �

In the case when `D `˛ given by the projection of
Q
ˇ2�Nˇ to N˛ for some

fixed simple root ˛ 2�, it is clear that TC;` D TC, as Nˇ is TC-invariant for each
ˇ 2ˆC and Ker.`/D

Q
˛¤ˇ2ˆC Nˇ . Therefore T`Š .Q�p /

n�1, where nD dimT .
This is the case in which a G-equivariant sheaf on G=P is constructed in [Schneider
et al. 2012] associated to any objectD in M.OE; TC;`/. So an object in M.OE; TC;`/

is nothing other than a .'; �/-module over OE with an additional linear action of the
group T` (once we fixed the cocharacter �). In case ofGDGL2.Qp/ this additional
action is just an action of the center Z D T` of G. In the work of Colmez [2010c;
2010b] on the p-adic Langlands correspondence for GL2.Qp/, the action of Z on
an irreducible 2-dimensional étale .'; �/-module D is given by the determinant
(that is, the action of Q�p ŠZ on

V2
D). It is unclear at this point whether the action

of T` can be chosen canonically (in a similar fashion) for a given n-dimensional
irreducible étale .'; �/-module D.

As a corollary of Proposition 3.1, we obtain:

Proposition 3.7. The functors D D R ˝RŒŒN1;`��;` � and M D RŒŒN1; `�� ˝R;� �

are quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between M.RŒŒN1; `��; TC;`/ and
M.R; TC;`/.

Proof. Since we clearly have D ıMŠ idM.R;TC;`/ and the faithfulness of D is a
formal consequence of Proposition 3.1, it suffices to show that the isomorphism
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‚WM !M ıD.M/ is TC;`-equivariant whenever M lies in M.RŒŒN1; `��; TC;`/.
Let t 2TC;` be arbitrary and for anm2M writemD

P
u2J.N0='

k
s .N0//

u'ks .mu;k/.
Since D.‚/D idD.M/, we have .‚ı't �'t ı‚/.M/� I1MıD.M/. We compute

.‚ ı't �'t ı‚/.m/D
X

u2J.N0='
k
s .N0//

't .u/'
k
s ı .‚ ı't �'t ı‚/.mu;k/

� 'ks .I1M ıD.M//� IkC1M ıD.M/

for all k � 0, showing that ‚ is 't -equivariant. �

4. The case of overconvergent and Robba rings

The locally analytic distribution algebra. Let p be a prime and put �p D 1 if p is
odd and �p D 2 if p D 2. If H is a compact locally Qp-analytic group, then we
denote by D.H;K/ the algebra of K-valued locally analytic distributions on H .
Recall that D.H;K/ is equal to the strong dual of the locally convex vector space
C an.H;K/ of K-valued locally Qp-analytic functions on H with the convolution
product.

Recall that a topologically finitely generated pro-p group H is uniform if it is
powerful (that is, H=Hp�p is abelian) and jPi .H/ W PiC1.H/j D jH W P2.H/j for
all i � 1, where P1.H/ D H and PiC1.H/ D Pi .H/pŒPi .H/;H� (see [Dixon
et al. 1999] for more details). Now if H is uniform, it has a bijective global chart

Zdp !H; .x1; : : : ; xd / 7! h
x1
1 � � � h

xd
d
;

where h1; : : : ; hd is a fixed (ordered) minimal set of topological generators of H .
Putting bi WD hi � 1 2 ZŒG�, bk WD b

k1
1 � � � b

kd
d

for kD .ki / 2Nd , we can identify
D.H;K/ with the ring of all formal series

�D
X

k2Nd

dkbk;

with dk in K such that the set fjdkj�
�p jkjgk is bounded for all 0 < � < 1. Here

the first j � j is the normalized absolute value on K and the second one denotes
the degree of k, that is,

P
i ki . For any � in pQ with p�1 < � < 1, we have a

multiplicative norm k � k� on D.H;K/ [Schneider and Teitelbaum 2003] given by

k�k� WD sup
k

jdkj�
�p jkj:

The family of norms k�k� defines the Fréchet topology onD.H;K/. The completion
with respect to the norm k � k� is denoted by DŒ0;��.H;K/.
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Microlocalization. Let G be the group of Qp-points of a Qp-split connected re-
ductive group with a fixed Borel subgroup P D TN . We also choose a simple root
˛ for the Borel subgroup P and let `D `˛ be the functional given by the projection

`˛WN !N=ŒN;N �!
Y
ˇ2�

Nˇ !N˛
�˛
!Qp :

Therefore we have TC;`D TC, as Nˇ is TC-invariant for each ˇ 2ˆC. We assume
further that N0 is uniform.

Let us begin by recalling the definition of the classical Robba ring for the
group Zp. The distribution algebra D.Zp; K/ of Zp can clearly be identified with
the ring of power series (in variable T ) with coefficients in K that are convergent
in the p-adic open unit disc. Now put

AŒ�;1/ WD the ring of all Laurent series
X
n2Z

anT
n that converge for � � jT j< 1:

For � � �0 we have a natural inclusion AŒ�;1/ ,! AŒ�0;1/, so we can form the
inductive limit

R WD lim
�!
�!1

AŒ�;1/ (12)

defining the Robba ring. R is a .'; �/-ring over Zp with the maps �WZp!R� and
'WR!R such that �.1/D1CT , '.T /D .TC1/p�1, and .T /D .1CT /�

�1./�1

for  2 � .
Recall that the ring

O
�
E WD

�X
n2Z

anT
n
ˇ̌̌
an 2 oK and there exists a � < 1 such that lim

n!�1
janj�

n
D 0

�
is called the ring of overconvergent power series. It is a subring of both OE and R.
We put E� WDK˝o

K
O
�
E, which is also a subring of the Robba ring. These rings

are also .'; �/-rings.
The rings O

�
EŒŒN1; `�� and RŒŒN1; `�� constructed in the previous sections are only

overconvergent or Robba in the variable b˛ for the fixed simple root ˛. In all the
other variables bˇ , they behave like the Iwasawa algebra ƒ.N1/, since we took
the completion with respect to the ideals generated by .Nk � 1/. Moreover, in the
projective limit O

�
EŒŒN1; `��Š lim

 �k
O
�
EŒN1=Nk; `�, the terms are not forced to share

a common region of convergence. In this section we construct the rings Rint.N1; `/

and R.N1; `/ with better analytic properties.
We start by constructing a ring R0DR0.N0; K; ˛/ as a certain microlocalization

of the distribution algebra D.N0; K/. We fix the topological generator n˛ of
N0\N˛ such that `˛.n˛/D 1. This is possible since we normalized �˛WN˛ �!� Qp

so that �˛.N0\N˛/DZp . We also fix topological generators nˇ ofN0\Nˇ for each
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˛¤ˇ 2ˆC. Since N0 is uniform of dimension jˆCj, the set A WD fnˇ jˇ 2ˆCg
is a minimal set of topological generators of the group N0. Moreover, A n fn˛g
is a minimal set of generators of the group N1 D Ker.`/\N0. Further, we put
bˇ WD nˇ � 1. For any real number p�1 < � < 1 in pQ, the formula kbˇk� WD �
(for all ˇ 2 ˆC) defines a multiplicative norm on D.N0; K/. The completion
of D.N0; K/ with respect to this norm is a Banach algebra that we denote by
DŒ0;��.N0; K/. Let now p�1 < �1 < �2 < 1 be real numbers in pQ. We take
the generalized microlocalization (see the Appendix of [Zábrádi 2012]) of the
Banach algebra DŒ0;�2�.N0; K/ at the multiplicatively closed set f.n˛ � 1/igi�1
with respect to the pair of norms .�1; �2/. This provides us with the Banach algebra
DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/. Recall that the elements of this Banach algebra are equivalence
classes of Cauchy sequences ..n˛ � 1/�knxn/n (with xn 2DŒ0;�2�.N0; K/) with
respect to the norm k � k�1;�2 WDmax.k � k�1 ; k � k�2/.

Letting �2 tend to 1, we define

DŒ�1;1/.N0; K; ˛/ WD lim
 �
�2!1

DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/:

This is a Fréchet–Stein algebra (the proof is completely analogous to that of Theo-
rem 5.5 in [Zábrádi 2012], but it is not a formal consequence of that). However,
we will not need this fact in the sequel, so we omit the proof. Now the partial
Robba ring R0 WDR0.N0; K; ˛/ WD lim

�!�1!1
DŒ�1;1/.N0; K; ˛/ is defined as the

injective limit of these Fréchet–Stein algebras. We equip R0 with the inductive
limit topology of the Fréchet topologies of DŒ�1;1/.N0; K; ˛/. By the following
parametrization, the partial Robba ring can be thought of as a skew Laurent series
ring on the variables bˇ (ˇ2ˆC) with certain convergence conditions such that only
the variable b˛ is invertible. In [Zábrádi 2012], a “full” Robba ring is constructed
such that all the variables bˇ are invertible. We denote the corresponding “fully”
microlocalized Banach algebras by DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K/. In all these rings, we will
often omit K from the notation if it is clear from the context.

Remark 4.1. The microlocalization of quasiabelian normed algebras (Appendix
of [Zábrádi 2012]) is somewhat different from the microlocalization constructing
ƒ`.N0/, where first a localization (with respect to an Ore set) is constructed and
then the completion is taken. The set we are inverting here does not satisfy the
Ore property, so the localization in the usual sense does not exist. However, we
may complete and localize at the same time in order to obtain a microlocalized ring
directly.

In order to be able to work with these rings we will show that their elements
can be viewed as Laurent series. The discussion below is completely analogous
to the discussion before Proposition A.24 in [Zábrádi 2012]. However, for the
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convenience of the reader, we explain the method specialized to our case here. We
introduce the affinoid domain

A˛Œ�1; �2� WD
˚
.zˇ /ˇ2ˆC 2Cˆ

C

p j �1�jz˛j��2; 0�jzˇ=z˛j�1 for ˛¤ˇ2ˆC
	
:

This has the affinoid subdomain

Xˆ
C

Œ�1;�2�
WD
˚
.zˇ /ˇ2ˆC 2 Cˆ

C

p j �1 � jzˇ1 j D � � � D jzˇjˆCj
j � �2

	
(where fˇ1; : : : ; ˇjˆCjg Dˆ

C) as defined in [Zábrádi 2012, Proposition A.24].

Lemma 4.2. The ring OK.A˛Œ�1; �2�/ of K-analytic functions on A˛Œ�1; �2� is the
ring of all Laurent series

f .Z /D
X

k2Zf˛g�Nˆ
Cnf˛g

dkZk

with dk 2K and such that limk!1 jdkj�
k D 0 for any �1 � �� �2. (Here Zk WDQ

ˇ2ˆC Z
kˇ
ˇ

and �k WD �
P
ˇ2ˆC

kˇ , and k!1 means that
P
ˇ2ˆC jkˇ j !1.)

This is the subring of OK.X
ˆC

Œ�1;�2�
/ consisting of elements in which the variables

Zˇ appear only with nonnegative exponent for all ˛ ¤ ˇ 2ˆC.

Proof. SinceXˆ
C

Œ�1;�2�
�A˛Œ�1; �2�, we clearly have OK.A˛Œ�1; �2�/�OK.X

ˆC

Œ�1;�2�
/.

Also, the power series in OK.A˛Œ�1; �2�/ converge for zˇ D 0 (ˇ ¤ ˛), and hence
these variables appear with nonnegative exponent. On the other hand, if we have
a power series f .Z / 2 OK.X

ˆC

Œ�1;�2�
/ such that the variables Zˇ have nonnegative

exponent for all ˛ ¤ ˇ 2 ˆC, then it also converges in the region A˛Œ�1; �2�, as
we have in this case the trivial estimateˇ̌̌̌ Y

ˇ2ˆC

z
kˇ
ˇ

ˇ̌̌̌
� jz˛j

P
ˇ2ˆC

kˇ : �

Since �k �max.�k
1 ; �

k
2 / for any �1 � � � �2 and any k 2 Z.˛/ �Nˆ

Cnf˛g, the
convergence condition on f is equivalent to

lim
k!1

jdkj�
k
1 D lim

k!1
jdkj�

k
2 D 0:

The spectral norm on the affinoid algebra OK.A˛Œ�1; �2�/ (for the definition of
these notions see [Fresnel and van der Put 2004]) is given by

kf kA˛Œ�1;�2� D sup
�1����2

max
k2Zf˛g�Nˆ

Cnf˛g

jdkj�
k

Dmax
�

max
k2Zf˛g�Nˆ

Cnf˛g

jdkj�
k
1 ; max

k2Zf˛g�Nˆ
Cnf˛g

jdkj�
k
2

�
:

Setting bk WD
Q

ˇ2ˆC
b
kˇ
ˇ

for some fixed ordering of ˆC and for any kD .kˇ /ˇ2ˆC
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in Zf˛g �Nˆ
Cnf˛g, we claim that

f .b/ WD
X

k2Zf˛g�Nˆ
Cnf˛g

dkbk

converges in DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/ for f 2 OK.A˛Œ�1; �2�/. As a consequence of
Proposition A.21 and Lemma A.7.iii in [Zábrádi 2012], we have

kbk
k�1;�2 Dmax.�k

1 ; �
k
2 /

for any k 2 Zf˛g �Nˆ
Cnf˛g. Hence

lim
k!1

kdkbk
k�1;�2 D lim

k!1
max

�
jdkj�

k
1 ; jdkj�

k
2

�
Dmax

�
lim

k!1
jdkj�

k
1 ; lim

k!1
jdkj�

k
2

�
D 0:

Therefore

OK.A˛Œ�1; �2�/!DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/; f 7! f .b/;

is a well defined K-linear map. In order to investigate this map we introduce the
filtration

F iDŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/ WD
˚
e 2DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/ W kek�1;�2 � jpj

i
	

for i 2 R;

on DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/. Since K is discretely valued and �1; �2 2 pQ, this filtra-
tion is quasi-integral in the sense of [Schneider and Teitelbaum 2003, §1]. The
corresponding graded ring gr�DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/, by Proposition A.21 in [Zábrádi
2012], is commutative. We let �.e/ 2 gr�DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/ denote the principal
symbol of any element e 2DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/.

Proposition 4.3. (i) gr�DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/ is a free gr�K-module with basis˚
�.bk/ W k 2 Zf˛g �Nˆ

Cnf˛g
	
:

(ii) The map

OK.A˛Œ�1; �2�/
Š
��!DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/; f 7! f .b/;

is a K-linear isometric bijection.

Proof. Since
˚
b�l˛ � W l � 0; � 2 DŒ0;�1�.N0; K/

	
is dense in DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/,

every element in the graded ring gr�DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/ is of the form �.b�l˛ �/.
Suppose that �D

P
k2Nd0

dkbk. Then b�l˛ �D
P

k2Nd0

dkb
�l
˛ bk and, using [Zábrádi
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2012, Lemma A.7.iii], we compute

kb�l˛ �k�1;�2 Dmax
�
kb˛k

�l
�1
k�k�1 ; kb˛k

�l
�2
k�k�2

�
Dmax

�
max
k2Nd0

jdkj�
k�l
1 ; max

k2Nd0

jdkj�
k�l
2

�
D max

k2Nd0

jdkjmax
�
�k�l
1 ; �k�l

2

�
D max

k2Nd0

jdkjjb
�l
˛ bk

j�1;�2 :

It follows that gr�DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/ as a gr�K-module is generated by the principal
symbols �.b�l˛ bk/ with k 2 Nd0 , l � 0. But it also follows that, for a fixed l � 0,
the principal symbols �.b�l˛ bk/ with k running over Nd0 are linearly independent
over gr�K. By Proposition A.21 in [Zábrádi 2012], we may permute the factors
in �.b�l˛ bk/ arbitrarily. Hence gr�DŒ�1;�2�.N0; K; ˛/ is a free gr�K-module with
basis f�.bk/ W k 2 Zf˛g �Nˆ

Cnf˛gg.
On the other hand, we of course have

kf .b/k�1;�2 � max
k2Zf˛g�Nˆ

Cnf˛g

jdkjjb
k
j�1;�2 D max

k2Zf˛g�Nˆ
Cnf˛g

jdkjmax.�k
1 ; �

k
2 /

Dmax
�

max
k2Zf˛g�Nˆ

Cnf˛g

jdkj�
k
1 ; max

k2Zf˛g�Nˆ
Cnf˛g

jdkj�
k
2

�
D jf jA˛Œ�1;�2�:

This means that if we introduce on OK.A˛Œ�1; �2�/ the filtration defined by the
spectral norm, then the asserted map respects the filtrations, and by the above
reasoning, it induces an isomorphism between the associated graded rings. Hence,
by completeness of these filtrations, it is an isometric bijection. �

Now we turn to the construction of R.N1; `/. The problem with (naïve) microlo-
calization is that the ring R0 is not finitely generated over '.R0/. The reason for
this is that ' improves the order of convergence for a power series in R0. In the case
G ¤ GL2.Qp/, the operator ' D 's acts by conjugation on Nˇ by raising to the
ˇ.s/-th power. Whenever ˇ 2ˆCn� is not a simple root, ˇ.s/Dpmˇ >˛.s/Dp,
where mˇ is the degree of the map ˇ ı �WGm! Gm.

Lemma 4.4. We have kbˇk� D kb˛k� D � and

k'.bˇ /k� D max
0�j�mˇ

.�p
j

pj�mˇ / <max.�p; p�1�/D k'.b˛/k�

for any p�1 < � < 1. In general, k't .bˇ /k� D max
0�j�valp.ˇ.t//

�
�p

j

pj�valp.ˇ.t//
�
.

Proof. We compute

k't .bˇ /k� D
.1C bˇ /ˇ.t/� 1� D  1X

iD1

�
ˇ.t/
i

�
biˇ


�

D max
0�j�valp.ˇ.t//

�
�p

j

pj�valp.ˇ.t//
�
:
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Here we use the trivial estimate

valp
�
n
k

�
D valp

�
n

k

�
n� 1
k� 1

��
� valp.n/� valp.k/

for n WD ˇ.t/ 2 Zp and k 2N. We see immediately that whenever mˇ > 1, we have
�p

j

pj�mˇ < �p for 1� j �mˇ and p�mˇ� < p�1�. �

Now choose an ordering < on ˆC such that (i) mˇ1 <mˇ2 implies ˇ1 >ˇ2 and
(ii) ˛ > ˇ for any ˛ ¤ ˇ; ˇ1; ˇ2 2 ˆC. Then by Proposition 4.3, any element in
R0 has a skew Laurent-series expansion

f .b/D
X

k2Zf˛g�Nˆ
Cnf˛g

ckbk

such that there exists p�1 < � < 1 with jckjp�
P
kˇ

1 ! 0 as
P
jkˇ j ! 1 for all

� < �1 < 1. By Lemma 4.4 and the discussion above, we clearly have:

Example 4.5. Let ˇ 2ˆC n� be a nonsimple root. Then the series
P1
nD1 b

n
ˇ
b�n˛

does not belong to R0.N0/. However, the series
P1
nD1 '.b

n
ˇ
b�n˛ / converges in

eachDŒ�1;�2�.N0; ˛/ (for arbitrary p�1<�1<�2<1); hence it defines an element
in R0.N0/. Therefore we cannot have a continuous left inverse  to ' on R0.N0/,
as otherwise  

�P1
nD1 '.b

n
ˇ
b�n˛ /

�
D
P1
nD1 b

n
ˇ
b�n˛ would converge. In particular,

we cannot write R0.N0/ as the topological direct sum
L
u2N0='.N0/

u'.R0.N0//

of closed subspaces in R0.N0/, as otherwise the operator

 WR0.N0/!R0.N0/;
X

u2J.N0='.N0//

u'.fu/ 7! '�1.u0/fu0

for the unique u0 2 J.N0='.N0// \ '.N0/ would be a continuous left inverse
to '. In fact, we even have R0.N0/¤

L
u2N0='.N0/

u'.R0.N0// algebraically;
however, the proof of this requires the forthcoming machinery (see Remark 4.10).

In order to overcome this counterexample, we are going to consider the ring
R.N1; `/ of all the skew power series of the form f .b/ such that f .'t .b// is
convergent in R0 for some t 2 TC. A priori it is not clear that these series form a
ring, so we are going to give a more conceptual construction.

Take an arbitrary element t 2 TC. The conjugation by t on N0 gives an isomor-
phism 't WN0 ! 't .N0/ of pro-p groups (since it is injective). Hence 't .N0/
is also a uniform pro-p group with minimal set of generators f't .nˇ /gˇ2ˆC .
So we may define the distribution algebra D.'t .N0// WD D.'t .N0/;K/. The
inclusion 't .N0/ ,!N0 induces an injective homomorphism of Fréchet algebras
�1;t WD.'t .N0// ,!D.N0/. It is well known [Schneider and Teitelbaum 2003] that

D.N0/D
M

n2J.N0='t .N0//

n�1;t
�
D.'t .N0//

�
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as right D.'t .N0//-modules. Moreover, the direct summands are closed in D.N0/.
For each real number p�1 < � < 1, the �-norm on D.N0/ defines a norm rt .�/ on
D.'t .N0// by restriction. This is different from the �-norm on D.'t .N0// (using
the uniform structure on 't .N0/). However, the family .rt .�//� of norms defines
the Fréchet topology on D.'t .N0//. On the other hand, whenever r is a norm on
D.'t .N0//, we may extend r to a norm qt .r/ on D.N0/ by putting X

n2J.N0='t .N0//

n�1;t .xn/


qt .r/

WDmax.kxnkr/:

These norms define the Fréchet topology on D.N0/. More precisely, if ˇ.t/ D
pm.ˇ;t/u.ˇ; t/ with m.ˇ; t/ WD valp.ˇ.t//� 0 integer and u.ˇ; t/ 2 Z�p , then:

Lemma 4.6.

kxk� � kxkqt .rt .�// � �
�
P
ˇ2ˆC

.pm.ˇ;t/�1/
kxk�

for any

p
� 1

max
ˇ2ˆC

pm.ˇ;t/

< � < 1

and x 2D.N0/. In particular, the norms � and qt .rt .�// define the same topology.

Proof. The inequality on the left is clear from the triangle inequality. For the other
inequality, note that our assumption on � implies in particular that

�p
m.ˇ;t/

D �p
j

�p
m.ˇ;t/�pj > �p

j

p
�
pm.ˇ;t/�pj

pm.ˇ;t/ > �p
j

pj�m.ˇ;t/

for all 0� j < m.ˇ; t/. Hence, by Lemma 4.4, we have

�p
m.ˇ;t/

D

� ˇ.t/

pm.ˇ;t/

�
b
pm.ˇ;t/

ˇ


�

D k't .bˇ /k�:

Moreover, there exists an invertible element y in the Iwasawa algebra ƒ.N0;ˇ /
such that

y't .bˇ /�

�
ˇ.t/

pm.ˇ;t/

�
b
pm.ˇ;t/

ˇ
.mod p/

(as both sides have the same principal term). But by the choice of �, jpj D 1=p <
�p

m.ˇ;t/

D k't .bˇ /k� D k't .bˇ /kqt .rt .�//. Therefore we also have

�p
m.ˇ;t/

D
bpm.ˇ;t/
ˇ


�
D

� ˇ.t/

pm.ˇ;t/

�
b
pm.ˇ;t/

ˇ


�

D k't .bˇ /k�

D k't .bˇ /kqt .rt .�// D ky't .bˇ /kqt .rt .�//

D

� ˇ.t/

pm.ˇ;t/

�
b
pm.ˇ;t/

ˇ


qt .rt .�//

D
bpm.ˇ;t/
ˇ


qt .rt .�//

;
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whence bkˇ
ˇ


qt .rt .�//

D
bpm.ˇ;t/
ˇ

k1;ˇ
qt .rt .�//

bk2;ˇ
ˇ


qt .rt .�//

� �k1;ˇp
m.ˇ;t/

� ��p
m.ˇ;t/C1

bkˇ
ˇ


�
; (13)

where kˇ D pm.ˇ;t/k1;ˇ Ck2;ˇ with 0� k2;ˇ � pm.ˇ;t/�1 and k1;ˇ nonnegative
integers.

Now consider an element of D.N0/ of the form

x D
X

kD.kˇ/2Nˆ
C

ck

Y
ˇ2ˆC

b
kˇ
ˇ
:

We may assume without loss of generality that

J.N0='t .N0//D

� Y
ˇ2ˆC

n
jˇ
ˇ

ˇ̌
0� jˇ � p

m.ˇ;t/
� 1

�
;

where the product is taken in the reverse order. Let � 2 ˆC be the largest root
(with respect to the ordering < defined after Lemma 4.4) such that there exists a
k 2 Nˆ

C

with ck ¤ 0 and k� ¤ 0. We are going to show the estimate

kxkqt .rt .�// � �
�
P
ˇ��.p

m.ˇ;t/�1/
kxk�

by induction on �. This induction has in fact finitely many steps since jˆCj<1.
At first we write bk�� D

Ppm.�;t/�1
j�D0

n
j�
� fk;j�.'t .b�// for each k 2 Nˆ

C

. By the
choice of the ordering on ˆC, for any fixed �, the set

Q
ˇ<� N0;ˇ is a normal

subgroup of N0. Moreover, the conjugation by any element of N0 preserves the
�-norm on D.N0/. Therefore we may write

Y
ˇ��

b
kˇ
ˇ
D

pm.�;t/�1X
j�D0

n
j�
� xk;j�fk;j�.'t .b�//

such that

xk;j� WD n
�j�
�

�Y
ˇ<�

b
kˇ
ˇ

�
n
j�
� 2D

�Y
ˇ<�

N0;ˇ

�
:

By (13), we havefk;j�.'t .b�//

qt .rt .�//

D
fk;j�.'t .b�//


�

� kb
k�
� kqt .rt .�// � �

�pm.�;t/C1
kb
k�
� k�:

Since the rt .�/-norm is multiplicative on D.'t .N0//, for any a 2 D.N0/ and
b 2 D.'t .N0// we also have ka�1;t .b/kqt .rt .�// D kakqt .rt .�//kbkrt .�/. Indeed,
if we decompose a as a D

P
n2J.N0='t .N0//

n�1;t .an/, then we have a�1;t .b/ D
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n2J.N0='t .N0//
n�1;t .anb/. Now fk;j�.'t .b�// lies in �1;t .D.'t .N0///, so we

see thatxk;j�fk;j�.'t .b�//

qt .rt .�//

D kxk;j�kqt .rt .�//

fk;j�.'t .b�//

qt .rt .�//

:

On the other hand, the inductional hypothesis tells us that

kxk;j�kqt .rt .�// � �
�
P
ˇ<�.p

m.ˇ;t/�1/
kxk;j�k� D �

�
P
ˇ<�.p

m.ˇ;t/�1/

Y
ˇ<�

b
kˇ
ˇ


�

:

Hence we compute

kxkqt .rt .�// D

X
k

ck

pm.�;t/�1X
j�D0

n
j�
� xk;j�fk;j�.'t .b�//


qt .rt .�//

�max
k;j�

�
jckj

xk;j�fk;j�.'t .b�//

qt .rt .�//

�
�max

k

�
jckj�

�
P
ˇ<�.p

m.ˇ;t/�1/

Y
ˇ<�

b
kˇ
ˇ


�

��p
m.�;t/C1

kb
k�
� k�

�
D ��

P
ˇ��.p

m.ˇ;t/�1/
kxk�: �

In particular, for each � in the range p
�1=max

ˇ
pm.ˇ;t/

< � < 1, the completions of
D.N0/ with respect to the topologies defined by k � k� and by k � kqt .rt .�// are the
same, that is,

DŒ0;��.N0/D
M

n2J.N0='t .N0//

n�1;t
�
Drt .Œ0;��/.'t .N0//

�
; (14)

where Drt .Œ0;��/.'t .N0// denotes the completion of D.'t .N0// with respect to the
norm rt .�/.

Now we turn to the microlocalization and note first that 't .b˛/D .b˛C1/˛.t/�1
is divisible by b˛. So if 't .b˛/ is invertible in a ring, then so is b˛. On the other
hand, if p�1=p

m.˛;t/

< � < 1, then by Lemma 4.4 we have't .b˛/� � ˛.t/

pm.˛;t/

�
bp

m.˛;t/

˛


�

<

� ˛.t/

pm.˛;t/

�
bp

m.˛;t/

˛


�

:

Hence 't .b˛/ is invertible in the Banach algebra DŒ�1;�2�.N0; ˛/ for any �1; �2
with p�1=p

m.˛;t/

< �1 < �2 < 1, since it is close to the invertible element�
˛.t/

pm.˛;t/

�
bp

m.˛;t/

˛

(as the binomial coefficient in this expression is not divisible by p). This shows that
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the microlocalization of DŒ0;�2�.N0/ with respect to the multiplicative set 't .b˛/N

and norm max.�1; �2/ equals DŒ�1;�2�.N0; ˛/. Therefore for each �1 and �2 with
p�1=p

m.˛;t/

< �1 < �2 < 1 we obtain

DŒ�1;�2�.N0; ˛/D
M

n2J.N0='t .N0//

n�0;1
�
Drt .Œ�1;�2�/.'t .N0/; ˛/

�
by microlocalizing both sides of (14). Now letting �2 tend to 1 and then also �1! 1,
we get

R0.N0; ˛/D
M

n2J.N0='t .N0//

n�1;t
�
R0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/

�
(15)

for all t 2 TC. Here we define

R0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/ WD lim
�!
�1!1

lim
 �
�2!1

Drt .Œ�1;r.�2/�/.'t .N0/; ˛/;

which is in general different from R0.'t .N0/; ˛/ (in which, by definition, we use
norms � such that k't .bˇ /k� D k't .b˛/k�), by Example 4.5. Indeed, for t D s the
sum

P1
nD1 '.b

n
ˇ
b�n˛ / converges in R0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/, but not in R0.'t .N0/; ˛/.

By entirely the same proof, we also obtain

R0;rt1 . � /.'t1.N0/; ˛/D
M

n2J.'t1 .N0/='t1t2 .N0//

n�t1;t1t2
�
R0;rt1t2 . � /.'t1t2.N0/; ˛/

�
(16)

for each pair t1; t2 2 TC, where �t1;t1t2 is the inclusion of the rings above induced
by the natural inclusion 't1t2.N0/ ,! 't1.N0/.

Now we would like to define continuous homomorphisms

't2t1;t1 WR0;rt1 . � /.'t1.N0/; ˛/!R0;rt1t2 . � /.'t1t2.N0/; ˛/; 't1.bˇ / 7!'t1t2.bˇ /

induced by the group isomorphism 't2 W't1.N0/! 't1t2.N0/ so that we can take
the injective limit

R.N1; `/ WD lim
�!
t

R0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/

with respect to the maps 't2t1;t1 . This is not possible for all t2 since the map 't2
will not always be norm-decreasing on monomials bk for k 2 Zf˛g �Nˆ

Cnf˛g. To
overcome this, we define the pre-ordering�˛ (depending on the choice of the simple
root ˛) on TC the following way: t1�˛ t2 if and only if jˇ.t2t�11 /j � j˛.t2t

�1
1 /j � 1

for all ˇ 2 ˆC. (That is, if and only if we have m.ˇ; t2t�11 / � m.˛; t2t
�1
1 / � 0.)

In particular, t1 �˛ t2 implies t2t�11 2 TC and it is equivalent to 1 �˛ t2t�11 . We
also have 1 �˛ s for any ˛ 2 �. It is clear that �˛ is transitive and reflexive.
If t2 �˛ t1 �˛ t2, then jˇ.t2t�11 /j D 1 for all ˇ 2 ˆC, whence t2t�11 lies in T0.
Therefore �˛ defines a partial ordering on the quotient monoid TC=T0.
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Lemma 4.7. The partial ordering �˛ on TC=T0 is right filtered, that is, any finite
subset of TC=T0 has a common upper bound with respect to �˛.

Proof. Take any t1; t2 2 TC with j˛.t1/j � j˛.t2/j. Since the simple roots ˇ 2� are
linearly independent inX�.T /DHomalg.T;Gm/ and the pairingX�.T /�X�.T /!
Z is perfect, we may choose s˛ 2 T so that jˇ.s˛/j< j˛.s˛/j D 1 for all ˛¤ ˇ 2�.
Since all the positive roots are positive linear combinations of the simple roots,
we see immediately that s˛ 2 TC. If ˛ ¤  2ˆC, then  is not a scalar multiple
of ˛; hence, writing  D

P
ˇ2�mˇ;ˇ, there is an ˛ ¤ ˇ 2 � with mˇ; > 0,

whence j.s˛/j< 1. So we have t1 �˛ t1sk˛ for any k � 0 and t2 �˛ t1sk˛ for k big
enough. �

Fix an element 1�˛ t 2 TC and let �1; �2 be real numbers in pQ such that

p
�1=max

ˇ2ˆC
pm.ˇ;t/Cm.˛;t/

< �1 < �2 < 1:

Note that 't WN0! 't .N0/ is an isomorphism of pro-p groups. Hence it induces
an isometric isomorphism

't WD
Œ0;�

pm.˛;t/

2 �
.N0/!D

Œ0;�
pm.˛;t/

2 �
.'t .N0//;X

k

ck

Y
ˇ

b
kˇ
ˇ
7!

X
k

ck

Y
ˇ

't .bˇ /
kˇ

of Banach algebras, where

D
Œ0;�

pm.˛;t/

2 �
.'t .N0//

denotes the completion of D.'t .N0// with respect to the �p
m.˛;t/

2 -norm defined
by the set of generators f't .nˇ /gˇ2ˆC of 't .N0/. To avoid confusion, from now
on we denote by the subscript �;N0 the �-norm (as before) on D.N0/ and by the
subscript �; 't .N0/ the �-norm on D.'t .N0//. By Lemma 4.4, we have

k't .bˇ /k�;N0 D �
pm.ˇ;t/

� �p
m.˛;t/

D k't .b˛/k�;N0

for any ˇ 2 ˆC and � D �1 or � D �2 because of our assumption 1 �˛ t . This
shows that for any monomial

Q
ˇ2ˆC 't .bˇ /

kˇ (with kˇ � 0 for all ˇ 2ˆC), we
have  Y

ˇ2ˆC

't .bˇ /
kˇ


rt .�/

D

 Y
ˇ2ˆC

't .bˇ /
kˇ


�;N0

� �p
m.˛;t/k

D

 Y
ˇ2ˆC

't .bˇ /
kˇ


�p
m.˛;t/

;'t .N0/

;

since both norms are multiplicative on D.'t .N0//. We obtain a norm-decreasing
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homomorphism

D
Œ0;�

pm.˛;t/

2 �
.N0/ �!

� D
Œ0;�

pm.˛;t/

2 �
.'t .N0//!Drt .Œ0;�2�/.'.N0//

!Drt .Œ�1;�2�/.'.N0/; ˛/:

The element 't .b˛/ is invertible in Drt .Œ�1;�2�/.'t .N0/; ˛/, and for each �1 �
� � �2 and x 2DŒ0;�2�.N0/, we have't .x/'t .b˛/�krt .�/ � kxk�pm.˛;t/ ;N0kb�k˛ k�pm.˛;t/ ;N0 :
Therefore by the universal property of microlocalization [Zábrádi 2012, Proposi-
tion A.18], we obtain a norm-decreasing homomorphism

't;1WD
Œ�
pm.˛;t/

1 ;�
pm.˛;t/

2 �
.N0; ˛/!Drt .Œ�1;�2�/.'t .N0/; ˛/; bˇ 7! 't .bˇ /: (17)

This map is not surjective in general, by Example 4.5.

Lemma 4.8. The map (17) is injective.

Proof. Take an element

f .b/D
X

k

dkbk
2D

Œ�
pm.˛;t/

1 ;�
pm.˛;t/

2 �
.N0; ˛/

and pairwise distinct k1; : : : ;kr 2 Zf˛g �Nˆ
Cnf˛g. Note that

k't .bˇ /k�;N0 >

't .bˇ /� � ˇ.t/

pm.ˇ;t/

�
b
pm.ˇ;t/

ˇ


�;N0

I

hence we obtain rX
jD1

dkj 't .b/
kj


rt .�1/;rt .�2/

D

 rX
jD1

dkj

Y
ˇ2ˆC

��
ˇ.t/

pm.ˇ;t/

�
b
pm.ˇ;t/

ˇ

�kj;ˇ
�1;�2

Dmax
j

dkj

Y
ˇ2ˆC

��
ˇ.t/

pm.ˇ;t/

�
b
pm.ˇ;t/

ˇ

�kj;ˇ
�1;�2

Dmax
j

dkj 't .b/
kj

rt .�1/;rt .�2/

using Proposition 4.3, as we have
Q
ˇ2ˆC b

pm.ˇ;t/kj1;ˇ

ˇ
¤
Q
ˇ2ˆC b

pm.ˇ;t/kj2;ˇ

ˇ
for

1� j1 ¤ j2 � r .
Since the map 't;1 is norm-decreasing, we have kdk't .b/

kkrt .�1/;rt .�2/! 0 as
k!1. Therefore we also haveX

k

dk't .b/
k


rt .�1/;rt .�2/

Dmax
k

dk't .b/
k

rt .�1/;rt .�2/

;

which is nonzero if there exists a k with dk ¤ 0. Therefore the injectivity. �
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Taking projective and injective limits, we obtain an injective ring homomorphism

't;1WR0.N0; ˛/ ,!R0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/

for any 1�˛ t 2 TC.

Remark 4.9. Note that R0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/ is a subring of R0.N0; ˛/ via the map
�1;t (for all t 2 TC). Hence for 1 �˛ t we obtain a ring homomorphism 't D

�1;t ı't;1WR0.N0; ˛/!R0.N0; ˛/. However, if 1 6�˛ t for some t 2 TC, then we
in fact do not have a continuous ring homomorphism 't WR0.N0; ˛/!R0.N0; ˛/.
Indeed, in this case there exists a ˇ 2ˆC such that jˇ.t/j> j˛.t/j, so there exist
integers kˇ > k˛ such that for any p�j˛.t/j < � < 1,'t�bkˇˇ b�k˛˛

�
�
D �

kˇ
jˇ.t/j

�
k˛
j˛.t/j > 1I

therefore
1X
nD1

't
�
b
nkˇ
ˇ

b�nk˛˛

�
does not converge in R0.N0; ˛/ even though

P1
nD1 b

nkˇ
ˇ

b
�nk˛
˛ does.

Remark 4.10. If ˆC ¤� (for example, if G D GLn.Qp/, n > 2), then we have

R0.N0; ˛/D
M

u2J.N0='t .N0//

u�1;s
�
R0;rs. � /.'.N0/; ˛/

�
©

M
n2J.N0='.N0//

u'.R0.N0; ˛//;

by (15) (with the choice t D s) and Example 4.5 (which shows that 's;1 is not
surjective).

In a similar fashion, we get for t1 2 TC (and 1 �˛ t 2 TC) an injective homo-
morphism

't t1;t1 WR0;rt1 . � /.'t1.N0/; ˛/!R0;rtt1 . � /.'t t1.N0/; ˛/:

In view of Lemma 4.7, we define

R.N1; `/ WD lim
�!
t2TC

R0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/

with respect to the maps 't1;t2 for t2 �˛ t1.
Now take any t 2 TC (not necessarily satisfying 1�˛ t ). The map

't WD lim
�!
t1

�t1;t t1 WR.N1; `/!R.N1; `/

is defined as the direct limit of the inclusion maps
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�t1;t t1 WR0;rtt1 . � /.'t t1.N0/; ˛/ ,!R0;rt1 . � /.'t1.N0/; ˛/

induced by 't t1.N0/�'t1.N0/. By definition, the ring R0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/ for any
t 2 TC consists of formal power series

P
k ck't .b/

k that converge in R0.N0; ˛/.
Therefore the map

[
t2TC

( X
k2Zf˛g�Nˆ

Cnf˛g

ckbk
ˇ̌̌ X

k

ck't .b/
k converges in R0.N0; ˛/

)
!R.N1; `/;

X
k

ckbk
7!

X
k

ck't .b/
k
2R0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/ ,!R.N1; `/

is well-defined and bijective, since
P

k ck't .b/
k converges for some t 2 TC and

the connecting homomorphisms in the injective limit defining R.N1; `/ are injective
and given by 't1;t2 for t2 �˛ t1.

Hence we may identify

R.N1; `/

D

[
t2TC

� X
k2Zf˛g�Nˆ

Cnf˛g

ckbk
ˇ̌̌ X

k

ck't .b/
k convergent in R0.N0; ˛/

�
(18)

and obtain:

Proposition 4.11. The natural map 't WR.N1; `/! R.N1; `/ is injective for all
t 2 TC, and we have the decomposition

R.N1; `/D
M

n2J.N0='t .N0//

n't .R.N1; `//:

In particular, R.N1; `/ is a free (right) module over itself via 't and it is a '-ring
over N0 with ' D 's in the sense of Definition 2.9.

Proof. By (16), we have

R0;rt1 . � /.'t1.N0/; ˛/D
M

n2J.N0='t .N0//

't1.n/�t1;t t1
�
R0;rtt1 . � /.'t t1.N0/; ˛/

�
for any t1 2 TC. The statement follows by taking the injective limit of both sides
(with respect to t1) and noting that

't1;1.n/D 't1.n/ 2 't1.N0/�R0;rt1 . � /.'t1.N0/; ˛/

for n 2N0 �R0.N0/ and 1�˛ t1; therefore n corresponds to lim
�!
1�˛t1

.'t1.n//t1 via
the identification (18). �
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Remark 4.12. The ring R.N1; `/ via the description (18) consists of exactly those
Laurent-series

x D
X

k2Zf˛g�Nˆ
Cnf˛g

ckbk

that converge on the open annulus of the form˚
�2 < jz˛j< 1; jzˇ j � jz˛j

r for ˇ 2ˆC n f˛g
	
; (19)

for some p�1 < �2 < 1 and 1� r 2 Z.

Proof. If x 2 R.N1; `/, then there exists a t 2 TC such that 't .x/ converges in
R0.N0/, that is, it converges in the norm kbˇk� D � for all ˇ 2ˆC for some fixed
p�1 < �0 < 1 and all � 2 .�0; 1/. By Lemma 4.7, we may assume that j˛.t/j D 1,
whence k't .b˛/k� D � for all � < 1, as we may take t D sk˛ for k large enough.
Now let �2 WD �0 and r WDmaxˇ2ˆC

�
Œj1=ˇ.t/j�C 1

�
2 Z. Then x converges on

the annulus (19), as we have �r � �1=jˇ.t/j � k't .bˇ /k� for all ˇ 2ˆC n f˛g, by
Lemma 4.4.

Conversely, for any fixed p�1<�2<1 and integer r �1, we need to find a t 2TC
and a �0 2 .p�1; 1/ such that for all � 2 .�0; 1/ we have �2 < k't .b˛/k� < 1 and
k't .bˇ /k��k't .b˛/k

r
�. We take t WDsk˛ and �0 WDmax

�
�2; p

�jˇ.t/j jˇ2ˆCnf˛g
�
,

where

k WD max
ˇ2ˆCnf˛g

��
�

log r
log jˇ.s˛/j

�
C 1

�
(for the definition of s˛ see the proof of Lemma 4.7). Indeed, since j˛.sk˛/j equals 1,
we have

�2 < �D k'sk
˛
.b˛/k� < 1

(for any k). On the other hand, we have jˇ.s˛/j< 1 for all ˛ ¤ ˇ 2ˆC (whence,
in particular, the definition of k makes sense), so we obtain

k't .bˇ /k� D max
0�j�valp.ˇ.t//

�
�p

j

pj�valp.ˇ.t//
�
D �p

valp.ˇ.t//
D �1=jˇ.s˛/j

k

� �r

for all ˇ 2ˆCnf˛g by Lemma 4.4, with a choice of k such that r � 1=jˇ.s˛/jk , and
a choice of p�jˇ.t/j<� such that max

0�j�valp.ˇ.t//

�
�p

j

pj�valp.ˇ.t//
�
D �p

valp.ˇ.t// . �

Bounded rings. We writeRb0 for the set of elements x2R0 such that lim�!1 kxk�;�
exists, and by Rint

0 the subset for which that limit is at most 1. By Proposition A.28 in
[Zábrádi 2012], these are subrings of R0. Moreover, since 't is norm-decreasing for
any 1�˛ t (see (17)), these subrings are stable under the action of 't (1�˛ t 2 TC).
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We put

Rb0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/ WDR0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/\Rb0.N0; ˛/;

Rint
0;rt . � /

.'t .N0/; ˛/ WDR0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/\Rint
0 .N0; ˛/;

where the intersection is taken inside R0 under the inclusion

�1;t WR0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/ ,!R0:

Hence
Rb.N1; `/ WD lim

�!
t

Rb0;rt .�/.'t .N0/; ˛/

and

Rint.N1; `/ WD lim
�!
t

Rint
0;rt .�/

.'t .N0/; ˛/

are TC-stable subrings of R.N1; `/ (the injective limit is taken with respect to
the maps 't1;t2 for t1 �˛ t2 2 TC as in the construction of R.N1; `/). Further,
Lemma 4.6 shows that for any t 2 TC and x 2R0, we have

lim
�!1
kxk� D lim

�!1
kxkqt .rt .�//: (20)

Indeed, we may use Lemma 4.6 in the context of R0 the following way. The
elements ofDŒ�1;�2�.N0; ˛/ are Cauchy sequences .an't .b˛/�kn/n2N (in the norm
max.k�k�1 ; k�k�2/) with an 2DŒ0;�2�.N0/ and kn� 0. Since k�k� is multiplicative
for any �1 � � � �2 in pQ and so is its restriction to D.'t .N0//, we computean't .b˛/�kn��Pˇ2ˆC .pm.ˇ;t/�1/ D kank�

k't .b˛/knk��
�
P
ˇ2ˆC

.pm.ˇ;t/�1/

�
kankqt .rt .�//

k't .b˛/knkqt .rt .�//

D
an't .b˛/�knqt .rt .�//

�
kank��

�
P
ˇ2ˆC

.pm.ˇ;t/�1/

k't .b˛/knk�

�
an't .b˛/�kn���Pˇ2ˆC .pm.ˇ;t/�1/:

If �! 1 and n!1, we obtain (20). Combining this observation with (15), we
obtain

Rb0.N0; ˛/D
M

n2J.N0='t .N0//

n�1;t
�
Rb0;rt . � /.'t .N0/; ˛/

�
;

Rint
0 .N0; ˛/D

M
n2J.N0='t .N0//

n�1;t
�
Rint
0;rt . � /

.'t .N0/; ˛/
�
:
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So by a similar argument as for R.N1; `/, we also obtain

Rb.N1; `/D
M

n2J.N0='t .N0//

n't
�
Rb.N1; `/

�
;

Rint.N1; `/D
M

n2J.N0='t .N0//

n't
�
Rint.N1; `/

�
I

in other words, these are '-rings over N0 in the sense of Definition 2.9.

Remark 4.13. By [Zábrádi 2012, Lemma A.27], an element
P

k2Nˆ
Cnf˛g�Z

ckbk

of R.N1; `/ (under the parametrization (18)) lies in Rb.N1; `/ (resp. in Rint.N1; `/)
if and only if jckj is bounded (resp. � 1) for k 2 Zf˛g �Nˆ

Cnf˛g.

Relation with the completed Robba ring and overconvergent ring.

Lemma 4.14. There exists a continuous (in the weak topology ofƒ`.N0/) injective
ring homomorphism jintWR

int.N1; `/!ƒ`.N0/ respecting Laurent series expan-
sions. The image of jint is contained in O

�
EŒŒN1; `���ƒ`.N0/.

Proof. We proceed in 3 steps. In Step 1 we construct a map jint;0D jintjRint
0
WRint

0 !

ƒ`.N0/ that is a priori continuous and oK-linear. In Step 2 we show that jint;0

is multiplicative, and hence a ring homomorphism. In Step 3 we extend it to
Rint.N1; `/ and show that the image lies in O

�
EŒŒN1; `��� OEŒŒN1; `��Dƒ`.N0/.

Step 1. By Proposition 4.3 and Remark 4.13, we may write any element in Rint
0

in a Laurent series expansion
P

k2Nˆ
Cnf˛g�Z

ckbk with coefficients ck in oK . So
we may collect all the terms containing bk˛˛ for some fixed k˛ into an element of
the Iwasawa algebra ƒ.N1/ to obtain an expansion

P
n2Z b

n
˛fn with fn 2ƒ.N1/.

These power series satisfy the convergence property that there exists a real number
p�1 < �1 < 1 such that �nkfnk�! 0 as jnj !1 for all �1 < � < 1. In particular,
if n ! �1, then fn ! 0 in the compact topology of ƒ.N1/. Hence the sumP
n b

n
˛fn also converges in ƒ`.N0/. In this way we have obtained a right ƒ.N0/-

linear injective map jint;0WR
int
0 !ƒ`.N0/.

Recall that the weak topology (see [Schneider and Venjakob 2010; Schneider
and Vignéras 2011; Schneider et al. 2012] for instance) on ƒ`.N0/ is defined
by the open neighborhoods of 0 of the form M.r/DM`.N0/

r CM.N0/
r , where

M`.N0/Dƒ`.N0/M.N1/ denotes the maximal ideal ofƒ`.N0/ and M.Ni / denotes
the maximal ideal of ƒ.Ni /�ƒ`.N0/ (i D 0; 1). For any fixed p�1 < �1 < � < 1,
the preimage of M.r/ in Rint

0 \DŒ�1;1/.N1; ˛/ contains the open ball

fx j kxk� < p
�r
g:

Indeed, if x D
P
n2Z b

n
˛fn, then for any n < 0, we have kfnk� < p�r , and

hence fn 2 M.N1/
r and bn˛fn 2 M`.N0/. On the other hand, the positive part
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n�0 b

n
˛fn lies in ƒ.N0/ and has �-norm smaller than p�r , and therefore lies in

M.N0/
r . Hence the continuity.

Step 2. Now by the continuity and linearity of jint;0, it suffices to show that it
is multiplicative on monomials bk. Moreover, each monomial is a linear com-
bination of elements of the form bn˛g with g 2 N0. In order to expand the
product .bn1˛ g1/.b

n2
˛ g2/ into a skew Laurent series, it suffices to expand g1b

n2
˛

with n2 < 0. However, if g1b
n2
˛ D

P
n b

n
˛hn is the expansion in Rint.N1; `/, thenP

jnj<n0
bn˛hnb

�n2
˛ tends to g1 (as n0!C1) in the topology of Rint

0 (induced
by the norms), and hence also in the weak topology. Therefore the expansion in
ƒ`.N0/ is also g1b

n2
˛ D

P
n b

n
˛hn. So the above constructed map jint;0 is indeed a

ring homomorphism as claimed.

Step 3. Finally, take an element x2Rint.N1; `/. There exists an element 1�˛ t 2TC
such that 't .x/ lies in the image of the composite map

Rint
0;rt . � /

.'t .N0/; ˛/ ,!Rint
0 .N0; ˛/ ,!Rint.N1; `/;

where the first arrow is induced by the inclusion 't .N0/�N0. Now if we reduce
jint;0.'t .x// 2 ƒ`.N0/ modulo the ideal generated by Nl � 1 for some integer
l � 1, then we obtain an element in 't .O

�
EŒN1=Nl ; `�/. Indeed, 't .OEŒN1=Nl ; `�/

is a closed subspace in OEŒN1=Nl ; `� and all the monomials jint;0.'t .b
k// map

into this subspace under the reduction modulo .Nl � 1/. Hence the image lies
in 't .OEŒN1=Nl ; `�/. By the convergence property of elements in Rint

0 , we may
expand

't .x/D
X
n2Z

bn˛fn

with fn 2 ƒ.N1/ and �nkfnk� ! 0 as n!1 for all �1 < � < 1 and a fixed
p�1 < �1 < 1 depending on x. Since the reduction map ƒ.N1/! oŒN1=Nl � is
continuous in the �-norm, we obtain that the reduction of jint;0.'t .x// modulo
.Nl � 1/ also lies in O

�
EŒN1=Nl ; `�. Hence we have jint;0.'t .x// .modNl � 1/ 2

't .O
�
EŒN1=Nl ; `�/D 't .OEŒN1=Nl ; `�/\O

�
EŒN1=Nl ; `�. Taking the limit, we see

(using (7)) that jint;0.'t .x// lies in

lim
 �
l

't .O
�
EŒN1=Nl ; `�/D 't .O

�
EŒŒN1; `��/;

so we put jint.x/ WD '
�1
t

�
jint;0.'t .x//

�
. This extends the ring homomorphism jint;0

to a continuous ring homomorphism jintWR
int.N1; `/ ,! O

�
EŒŒN1; `���ƒ`.N0/, by

Lemma 4.7. This map is TC-equivariant, as it respects power series expansions. �

Now the following proposition compares R.N1; `/with the previous construction
RŒŒN1; `��.
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Proposition 4.15. There exists a natural TC-equivariant ring homomorphism

j WR.N1; `/!RŒŒN1; `��

with dense image.

Proof. At first we construct the map j0 D jjR0 on R0 � R.N1; `/ with dense
image. We are going to show that for any open characteristic subgroup H �N1,
we have an isomorphism R0=R0.H � 1/ Š RŒN1=H; `�. Note that N1 being a
compact p-adic Lie group, N1 has a system of neighborhoods of 1 consisting of
open uniform characteristic subgroups (in fact N1 is uniform — since so is N0 by
assumption — and one can take repeatedly the Frattini subgroups of N1 that are
characteristic subgroups, that is, stable under all the continuous automorphisms
of N1). So we may assume without loss of generality that H is uniform with
topological generators h1; h2; : : : ; hd with d D dimN1 as a p-adic Lie group.

Under the parametrization in Proposition 4.3, the elements of R0 can be written
as power series

P
n2Z b

n
˛fn with fn 2D.N1; K/ and the convergence property that

there exists a real number �1 < 1 such that �nkfnk�! 0 (as jnj!1) for all �1 �
� < 1. Now we have D.N1; K/D

L
u2J.N1=H/

uD.H;K/. Hence the right ideal
D.N1; K/.H�1/ inD.N1; K/ is generated by the elements hi�1 for 1� i �d and
it is the kernel of the natural projection �H WD.N1; K/!D.N1=H/DKŒN1=H�.
This quotient map factors through the inclusion D.N1; K/ ,!DŒ0;��.N1; K/ for
any p�1 < � < 1. Hence �nk�H .fn/k ! 0, where kxk WD maxu jxuj with x DP
u2N1=H

xuu and xu 2K. Therefore we obtain a map

�H WR0!RŒN1=H; `�D
M

u2N1=H

Ru;
X
n2Z

bn˛fn 7!
X

u2N1=H

X
n2Z

�H .fn/uT
nu:

A priori this map is only known to be K-linear, continuous, and surjective between
topological K-vector spaces. So for the multiplicativity, it suffices to show that
�H .b

k1bk2/ D �H .b
k1/�H .b

k2/ for monomials bki with ki 2 N � Zd (i D
1; 2). On the other hand, these monomials are contained in the subring Rint

0 . By
Lemma 4.14, we have a commutative diagram

Rint
0

//

�
H;O

�
EŒŒN1;`�� ��

R0

�H

��
O
�
EŒN1=H; `�

// RŒN1=H; `�

of o-modules such that all the maps are ring homomorphisms except possibly
for �H . However, from the commutativity of the diagram, it follows that �H is also
multiplicative on monomials and therefore a ring homomorphism. By taking the
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projective limit of maps �H , we obtain a ring homomorphism j0WR0!RŒŒN1; `��

with dense image and extending jint;0WR
int
0 ,! O

�
E.

Finally, the homomorphism j0 is extended to R.N1; `/ as in the proof of
Lemma 4.14. The TC-equivariance is clear on monomials by Lemma 4.14 and
follows in general from the continuity and linearity. �

Remark 4.16. The map j WR.N1; `/!RŒŒN1; `�� constructed above is not injective
in general. Indeed, for any root ˇ ¤ ˛ in ˆC, the element log.nˇ /D log.1C bˇ /
lies in D.N1/�R.N1; `/. It is easy to see that log.1C bˇ / is divisible by 'r.bˇ /
for any nonnegative integer r . Indeed, we clearly have bˇ j log.1C bˇ /. Applying
'r on the both sides of the divisibility, we obtain

'r.bˇ / j '
r.log.1C bˇ //D log.1C bˇ /

p
rmˇ
D prmˇ log.1C bˇ / j log.1C bˇ /;

as prmˇ is invertible in R. Therefore log.1C bˇ / lies in the kernel of �H for all
H DNr , and hence also in the kernel of j .

Remark 4.17. Via the inclusion O
�
E �R, we also have O

�
EŒŒN1; `���RŒŒN1; `��.

However, if N1 ¤ 1, then we have jint.R
int.N1; `//¤ j.R.N1; `//\O

�
EŒŒN1; `���

RŒŒN1; `��.

Proof. Assume N1 ¤ 1 so that we have a positive root ˇ¤ ˛ 2ˆC. We proceed in
three steps. In Step 1, we construct an element x 2R.N1; `/ with several properties.
In Step 2, we show that j.x/ lies in O

�
EŒŒN1; `�� �RŒŒN1; `��. In Step 3, we prove

that j.x/ does not lie in jint.R
int.N1; `//. The other inclusion, jint.R

int.N1; `//�

j.R.N1; `//\O
�
EŒŒN1; `��, is obvious.

Step 1. We denote by sn WD
Pn
iD1.�1/

iC1.bi
ˇ
=i/ the n-th estimating sum of

log.1C bˇ / 2 R.N1; `/. Note that kn WD Œlogp n� is the smallest positive integer
such that

pknsn 2 ZpŒNˇ;0��R.N1; `/; (21)

where Œ � � denotes the integer part of a real number. We further choose a sequence of
real numbers p�1 < �1 < � � �< �n < � � �< 1 in pQ such that limn!1 �nD 1. Now
for any fixed positive integer n, let in be the smallest positive integer satisfying the
properties

log�n�1.kp
kin�1 log.1C bˇ /k�n�1/C 1 < log�n

�
kpkin log.1C bˇ /k�n

�
;

k log.1C bˇ /k�n
pn

> klog.1C bˇ /� sink�n ;

pkin=2 > k log.1C bˇ /k�n ;

k'i .log.1C bˇ //k�j > k'
i .log.1C bˇ /� sin/k�j

(22)

for all 1 � i , j � n. Such an in exists, as for any fixed 1 � i , j � n, we have
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limk!1 k'i .log.1C bˇ / � sk/k�j D 0. The first condition in (22) makes the
definition of in inductive. As a consequence, we have k log.1C bˇ /k�n D ksink�n
by the ultrametric inequality. Now define jn 2 Z such that

�jnC1n <
ksink�n

pkin
D
pkin sin�n D pkin log.1C bˇ /


�n
� �jnn : (23)

(In other words, jn D Œlog�n.kp
kin log.1C bˇ /k�n/�.) By (21), we have jn � 0.

By the first condition in (22), the sequence .jn/n is strictly increasing: jn�1 < jn
for all n > 1. On the other hand,

.�1/p
kin
b
p
kin

ˇ

is a summand in pkin sin ; therefore we have

�p
kin

n � kpkin sink�n � �
jn
n ;

whence
jn � p

kin � in: (24)

Put x WD
P1
nD1 p

kin .log.1C bˇ /� sin/b
�jn
˛ . Our goal in this step is to show that

the sum x converges in R0.N0; ˛/�R.N1; `/. For this it suffices to verify that for
any fixed k � 1, we have kpkin .log.1C bˇ /� sin/b

�jn
˛ k�k ! 0 as n!1. In the

power series expansion of log.1C bˇ /� sin , all the terms have degree > in � jn
by (24). Therefore in the power series expansion of x all the terms have positive
degree. In particular, for k < n we have kyk�k � kyk�n whenever y is a monomial
in the expansion of x. By (22) and (23) we obtainpkin .log.1C bˇ /� sin/b

�jn
˛


�k
�
pkin .log.1C bˇ /� sin/b

�jn
˛


�n

<
kpkin log.1C bˇ /k�n

pn
��jnn �

1

pn

for k < n. Hence we have x 2R0.N0; ˛/�R.N1; `/.

Step 2. By Remark 4.16, log.1C bˇ / lies in the kernel of �H for all open nor-
mal subgroups H � N1. Hence, by the continuity of �H , we obtain �H .x/ DP1
nD1 �H .�p

kin sinb
�jn
˛ / 2 O

�
EŒN1=H; `��RŒN1=H; `�, as we have �pkin sin 2

ZpŒN1� and O
�
E is closed in R.

Step 3. Assume finally that jint.z/D j.x/ for some z 2 Rint.N1; `/. Both z and
j.x/ 2 O

�
EŒŒN1; `��� OEŒŒN1; `�� have a power series expansion. By the injectivity

of jint, these expansions are equal. Hence, put z D
P

k2Z�Nˆ
Cnf˛g dkbk with

dk 2 Zp . By the definition of Rint.N1; `/, there exists an element t 2 TC such that
't .z/ lies in Rint

0 . This means that there exists a positive integer K0 such that for
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all fixed k � K0 and " > 0 we have k't .dkbk/k�k < " for all but finitely many
k 2 Z�Nˆ

Cnf˛g. In particular, for any fixed k �K0 we have't .�pkin sinb�jn˛ /

�k
< "

for all but finitely many positive integers n since the sequence jn is strictly increasing
by construction; therefore the terms in x D

P1
nD1 p

kin .log.1C bˇ /� sin/b
�jn
˛

cannot cancel each other. Now we clearly have k't .b˛/k�k � �k . On the other
hand, we compute (for n >max.k;m.ˇ; t// large enough)

k't .�p
kin sin/k�k D

k'm.ˇ;t/.sin/k�k

pkin

D
k'm.ˇ;t/.log.1C bˇ //k�k

pkin

D
klog.1C bˇ /k�k
pm.ˇ;t/Ckin

:

Hence we obtain

" > k't .�p
kin sinb

�jn
˛ /k�k

�
klog.1C bˇ /k�k
pm.ˇ;t/Ckin�

jn
k

>
�kklog.1C bˇ /k�k

pm.ˇ;t/Ckinkpkin log.1C bˇ /k
log�n �k
�n

D
�kklog.1C bˇ /k�k

pm.ˇ;t/

pkin .log�n �k�1/

klog.1C bˇ /k
log�n �k
�n

>
�kklog.1C bˇ /k�k

pm.ˇ;t/
pkin .

1
2

log�n �k�1/;

using (22) and (23). This is a contradiction, as the right side tends to1 as n!1.
Therefore j.x/ is not in the image of jint as claimed. �

Remark 4.18. The elements of RŒŒN1; `�� cannot be expanded as a skew Laurent
series of the form

P
k2Zˆ

C dkbk in general. Indeed, the sum

1X
nD1

'n.bˇ /=p
2n
D

1X
nD1

..bˇ C 1/
pn
� 1/=p2

n

converges in RŒŒN1; `�� for any simple root ˇ¤ ˛ but does not have a skew Laurent-
series expansion, as the coefficient of bˇ in its expansion would be the nonconvergent
sum

P1
nD1 p

n�2n .
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We end this section with a diagram showing all the rings constructed.

OE
� � // OEŒŒN1; `��Dƒ`.N0/

O
�
E

?�

OO

� � //
� _

��

Rint
0 .N0; ˛/

� � //
� _

��

Rint.N1; `/
� � jint //

� _

��

O
�
EŒŒN1; `��
?�

OO

� _

��
E� �
� //
� _

��

Rbd0 .N0; ˛/
� � //

� _

��

Rbd .N1; `/
� �
jint˝ZpQp //

� _

��

E�ŒŒN1; `��� _

��
R �
� // R0.N0; ˛/

� � // R.N1; `/
j // RŒŒN1; `��

(25)

Here R.N1; `/ consists of Laurent series
P

k ckbk with ck 2K that converge
on the open annulus of the form˚

�2 < jz˛j< 1; jzˇ j � jz˛j
r for ˇ 2ˆC n f˛g

	
for some 0 < �2 < 1 and 1� r 2 Z. The elements of R0.N0; ˛/ are exactly those
for which we can take r D 1. Their analogous integral (resp. bounded) versions
consist of those Laurent series having the same convergence condition for which
ck 2 oK for all k2Zf˛g�Nˆ

Cnf˛g (resp. for which fck jk2Zf˛g�Nˆ
Cnf˛gg �K

bounded).

4.1. Towards an equivalence of categories for overconvergent and Robba rings.
Propositions 3.1 and 3.7 apply in both the cases RD OE and RD O

�
E. In both cases

the category M.R; '/ is the category of étale '-modules over R. By the main
result of [Cherbonnier and Colmez 1998] (see also [Kedlaya 2012]), we also have
an equivalence of categories between finite free étale .'; �/-modules over O

�
E and

finite free étale .'; �/-modules over OE given by the base change OE˝O
�
E
� . On the

other hand, T` acts by automorphisms on an object D in M.OE; TC/ and also on
an object D� in M.O

�
E; TC/. Since automorphisms correspond to automorphisms

in an equivalence of categories, we obtain:

Proposition 4.19. The functors

OE˝O
�
E
�WM.O

�
E; TC/!M.OE; TC/; �

�
WM.OE; TC/!M.O

�
E; TC/

are quasi-inverse equivalences of categories.

For the Robba ring R, étaleness is stronger than what we assumed for a module
D
�
rig to belong to M.R; '/. The category M.R; '/ is just the category of '-

modules over the Robba ring. Recall that an object D�rig in M.R; '/ is étale
(or unit-root, or pure of slope zero) whenever it comes from an overconvergent
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étale '-module D� over the ring of “overconvergent” power series O
�
E by base

extension. We denote by M0.R; '/ the category of étale '-modules over the Robba
ring R. We consequently define the categories M0.R; TC/, M0.RŒŒN1; `��; '/, and
M0.RŒŒN1; `��; TC/ as the full subcategory of étale objects in the corresponding
categories without superscript 0. Via the equivalence of categories 3.7, étale objects
correspond to each other. Combining this observation with the main result of
[Berger 2002] leads to:

Corollary 4.20. We have a commutative diagram of equivalences of categories

M0.R; TC/

��

M.E�; TC/oo //

��

M.E; TC/

��
M0.RŒŒN1; `��; TC/ M.E�ŒŒN1; `��; TC/oo // M.EŒŒN1; `��; TC/:

Proof. The left horizontal arrows are also equivalences of categories by [Berger
2002], noting that T` acts via automorphisms on both types of objects in the upper
row. �

Remark 4.21. The category M0.RŒŒN1; `��; TC/ of étale TC-modules is embedded
into the bigger category M.RŒŒN1; `��; TC/. So we may speak of trianguline objects
in M0.RŒŒN1; `��; TC/ as in the classical case (see for instance [Berger 2011]).
Indeed, we call an object M �

rig in M0.RŒŒN1; `��; TC/ trianguline if it becomes a
successive extension of objects in M.RŒŒN1; `��; TC/ of rank 1 after a finite base
extension L˝K � . It is clear that trianguline objects correspond to trianguline
objects via the first vertical arrow in Corollary 4.20.

Remark 4.22. It would be interesting to construct a noncommutative version of
the “big” rings QAQp and QA�

Qp
in [Kedlaya 2012] and generalize (the proofs of)

Theorems 2.3.5, 2.4.5, and 2.6.2 to this noncommutative setting. For this, one
would need a generalization for results in the present paper to base fields other
than Qp.

Remark 4.23. Since we have the natural inclusions O
�
E ,!Rint.N1; `/ ,!O

�
EŒŒN1; `��

we have a fully faithful functor

‚ WD
�
Rint.N1; `/˝O

�
E
�
�
ı
�
O
�
E˝`;O�EŒŒN1;`��

�
�
ı
�
O
�
EŒŒN1; `��˝Rint.N1;`/ �

�
from the category M.Rint.N1; `/; TC/ to itself. Whether or not it is essentially
surjective (or equivalently, naturally isomorphic to the identity functor) is not clear.
However, we have ‚Š‚ ı‚ naturally.

Proof. The faithfulness is clear since the objects in the category M.Rint.N1; `/; TC/

are free modules, the maps O
�
E ,!Rint.N1; `/ ,! O

�
EŒŒN1; `�� are injective, and the
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functor

O
�
E˝`;O�EŒŒN1;`��

�

in the middle is an equivalence of categories by Proposition 3.7. The assertion
‚Š‚ı‚ is also clear by Proposition 3.7. For the fullyness let f W‚.M1/!‚.M2/

be a morphism in M.Rint.N1; `//. Then we have ‚.f �‚.f //D 0, and by the
faithfulness of ‚, we obtain f D‚.f /. �
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